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But it has also 
produced  a prob-
lem
 child  
hazardous 
materials.  
Since  the 
toxics 
leak  at the
 south 
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near Spartan Stadium 
Jeff Jones, above, a 
psychology  senior, chows down on a snow cone to help beat the re-
cord -breaking heat. Jeff Lang°. right, an occupational therapy senior, takes 
advantage
 
of the weather to toss a football. Temperatures are predicted to he 
cooler today. 
Scorching
 heat sends students 
searching
 for sun or cool 
fun 
By Mark Foyer 
Daily staff 
writer  
The scorching heat which torched the South 
Bay for 
the
 second straight 
day  Wednesday sent 
SJSU 




 or to shady areas to try to stay cool.
 
Although the temperature 
reached a high of 
98 Wednesday. meteorology Prof. Peter Lester 
predicts it will start to cool off
 today. 
While it's expected to cool off today. Lester 
predicts the temperature 
will reach a high of  
88  15 degrees above 
normal.
 
Lester said the breeze that started late 
Wednesday afternoon was a sign that a cooling 
trend was starting. 
"We didn't have any 
breeze  Tuesday," 
Les-
ter said. "This breeze isn't much,  but it shows 
that there is a change in the weather pattern." 
The hot weather allowed students to find 
ways to enjoy the sunshine.
 
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity pledges sold 
snow 
cones Wednesday and made a profit. 
"We made about 
fifteen dollars in the first 
hour," said 
Jeff Minch,
 an undeclared freshman 
"We 




The weather also sent students outdoors to 
get some sort of exercise. Wednesday, six occu-
pational therapy students
 were outside with an 
array 
of 










 Lango, an occupational therapy 
senior. 
"We
 don't want 





 Lango threw a football 
around 
with  another student. 
"Our 
activities  will give people a chance to 
relax a little:. 
I .ango 
said. "It's good for them 
to 
go out to get sonic 
exercise.'   
Hut 
not everyone on 
campus was thrilled
 to 
feel the heat. 





said she hates the 
hot weather. 





said.  "1 like it when 
it's cold. 
I enjoy it when it's 40 dcgrccs. 
Hut in the 
meantime.  Alvarez
 was just stay-
ing 


























figures estimate that 
one-third of the 
non -farm, underground
 storage tanks in 
the United 










dioxin, are considered so 
dangerous that 
the EPA 
has no disposal 
method for 
them. 
Public  dismay has 
grown as it has 
been revealed
 that many sites 
throughout 
Santa Clara 
Valley  arc polluted 
with 
materials that 
cause  damage to internal 







A growing sense of concern regard-







used by businesses has 
resulted in an 
abundance of new 














 They can be used either
 as 




pendme  and 
Michael Burke Daly staff photographer 
'Seven hundred leaks 
have been found . . . and 
500 of them are believed 
to 
affect ground 
water.  If 
you look under 
a rock, 
you're  bound to 
find  
worms.' 








 out as 
the most comprehensive and 
potentially effective: 
, Waters Bill  AB 
2185..2187. 
which regulates hazardous materials 
,iorage






ing response to emergencies 
, 1.a 
Follette
 Hill AB 3777, 
program for
 risk management and plan-
ning at businesses which deal with "Ku 
tely




















, Sher Bill  AB 1021, which 
calls  for inspection of
 facilities that store 
hazardous
 materials. 
, Proposition 65. which mandate, 
that facilities will have designated em-
ployees
 
si ho are required to inform their 











 of Federal 
Superfunds
 
Amendments and Reauthorization  Act of 
1986,  
which  sets a federal standard
 tor 
state and local emergency response plan-








 ot new laws relating 
to the monitoring of hazardous  
material,
 
demonstrates that although the problem 
Xre 

















When the concept of a spring se-
mester Associated 
Students newsletter 
was first presented, it seemed like a good 
idea. 
The newsletter was supposed to ed-
ucate 25.000 
SJSU  students about the 
A.S. and its sponsored programs. 
But today 
 more than one month 
after being printed  newsletters
 
are 




reason for delay has been 
the time needed to staple, label and fold 
them, said A.S. President Tom Boothe. 




and office help 
have
 been working on 








 A S 
director  of 
communication,  is 




















Macaraeg.  who he said 
started working 
on the
 concept when she 
w:as appointed 
to
 her position in October.
 
The disagreement between Boothe  
and 
Miwaraeg  arose when Kappa Delta 
sorority signed an agreement with the 
A .S to finish folding, labeling and sta-
pling the final 8.500 
newsletters for 
$200, 







REC  fee 
hike 
Employees,



























 not to 
raise fac-
ulty and
























 for next 
ear's  
board. 
But  I did vote my 
conscience.-
Chargin  said after the 
meeting. 










lower  alumni 
fees to the level of faculty and staff. 
The 





would  have charged
 alumni 50 per-
cent more than
 students for 
use 
of
 the  
Student
 Union 





. . . S1JBOD chtoirwornan 
Currently,  










 staff and 
alumni 
do





















Complaints about lack of crowd control at 
Friday's Iron 
Maiden
 concert in Spartan Stadium 
have
 spurred the city council
 into action. 
At Tuesday's meeting, the council 
voted 
unanimously
 for Councilwoman Iola Williams to 
meet 
















 has not set
 a meeting date. 
We
 need to define responsibility
 and write 
guidelines for dealing with Spartan Stadium 






number  of 
problems,
 including litter,
 noise,  
parking,  safety. 
traffic and 
drinking 


















the  meeting. 










 beer bottles" and "the
 smell of urine" 
when he walked







called  the University Police 
Department
 to find out who was responsible for 
cleanup and 















 '  
"1 don't consider 





 said flatly. 
"This can't continue,"




Hammer  agreed. 
"My 




issue,"  Hammer 
said. "This has
 come up time 
f 
and 
time  again 
"I would like 
to not only encourage
 you 
Mrs. Williams, hull think you should play a little 
hardball with 
Dr Fullerton





Williams  said. 
"If s time we had




mem. We need to 
put 
something  down in writ-
ing." 
See C'ONC 














Paula Ray Chnshanson, City Fdrtot
 
Frank l'ir-hael 























Jeff 09den, Retail Sakes Manager 
Lae 
Cooper,  Natkonal 








Retail  Manager 
Adam 
Brown,  4/Director 





Marketing  Manager 










the United States Senate meeting to 
'debate legislation and finding there 
were  not 
enough members present to conduct busi-
ness. Would the majority leader ask eight 
sen-
ators - - approximately one -twelfth of its 
mem-
bership  to resign so the legislative body 
could  form a "quorum," as it is called, so 
business could go on? 
Elected representitives resigning from any 
governmental
 body so a meeting can continue 
is hardly a responsible way to manage govern-
ment. 
Yet that's exactly what our Associated 
Students Board of Directors did at its April 29 
meeting. The board was 
scheduled  to discuss 
the proposed revision of the 
program
 board act, 
and when that 
part  of the agenda came up late 
in the meeting, half 
of the directors had to leave 
because of prior commitments. This which left 
six in attendance. According to the
 A.S. rules 
of procedure, a quorum  at least seven direc-
tors  
must be present to 
conduct
 business. 
Determined to push through
 the revised 
act, which had to be read that day
 in order for 
the board to adopt it at 
yesterday's  meeting. 
Vice  President Roger Wert asked
 the director 
of personnel. Victoria Johnson. to resign 
her 
position  before leaving the
 meeting. After the 
meeting she 
was reinstated. Because 
the  
board's size 
was  reduced from 12 to 11 mem-
bers,
 the six that remained comprised a simple 
majority, allowing
 the act to be read.
 
A.S. 
President  Tom Boothe. who was not 
present at the meeting
 but ultimately had to re-
instate Johnson, 
commented
 that Wen's tactics 
were "unusual." That's putting
 it mildly. If 
the A.S. board of directors 
is
 going to pull irre-
sponsible stunts like that. the
 student body will 
never take the A.S. seriously.
 If directors can't 
commit themselves to 
be
 present atmeetings. 








 get the 
heck  out of my stands
 
They're back . 
Just
 when you thought 
it was safe. 
"they've"
 returned. 
But in this 
case. the reference
 is not to Jim 
and Tammy 
Bakker. Michael Jackson
 or the Nitwits. 
No.
 discussed here is 
a group of people 
with  a problem  
a disease 
if you will. 
Some 
would  say its 
the "bandwagon 




Call  it what you 
want, this malady
 has once again 
struck 
the Bay Area. 
And this 
time
 the cause is the
 (,olden State 
Warriors.  
Until




 heard of the 
Warriors. 
They did not 
know  that Eric 
"Sleepy" 
Floyd  was, in 
fact,  not a 
 member of the seven
 dwarfs. 
 They did not 
know  that 
Purvis
 Short is. in fact,
 not. 
And they
 probably did 
not know 
that
 Joe Barry 
Carroll  is, 
in fact, not 
related
 to that Warrior 
of old  Rick 
Barry.  
But 





 dressed in 
blue  and gold. 
They're 
talking  about 
how that 
"Kraiy  coach 
Karl"  is 










 about their 
exploits  
tin page one. 













 ' ' 
;: 








Where were these "fans" early in the season when they 
were only drawing 7,MO people or less? 
Where were these "fans" when the team 
was  playing the 
San Antonio Spurs. the 
Sacramento  Kings or the Los Angeles 
Clippers and not the 
Boston Celtics, I.. A. Takers or the Chi-
cago Bulls and Michael Jordon'? 
Perhaps most importantly, where 
were
 these "fans" when 
the Utah playoff series opened at home 
last Wednesday? 
Certainly, not at the Oakland Coliseum. The Warriors. 
playing
 in its first playoff series since 1977. had to struggle 
to
 
come up with a big crowd. 
And finally 
where  have these "fans" been for the past 10 
years,'? 
Do they remember the losses,
 the coaching changes and 
the players, like Clifford
 Ray,  Mike Bran and Lewis Lloyd'? 
Not 
likely. 
And in another week when the takers, en rite to 
captur-
ing an NBA championship. dispose of the Wan
 these fans 
will 
suddenly  forget their 
association  with the 
team.  
"Warriors'?" 
they'll ask. "Wasn't that
 a movie, about a 
gang?"  
But, why should these Bay 
Area
 sports fans change now? 
They've always










the bay in 1981'? 
Until that first Super Bowl 
championship,  the team wa.  
looked at with downcast 
eyes and sour expressions. But with 
that significant victory over
 the Cincinnati Bengals, the
 team 
became




started  coming out
 of the closet.
 'they began 
speaking about how they "use 
to
 brave it out in the had days. .. 
Yeah  right! 
While 
the  49ers were playing at the 
"stick.-  these fans 
were
 at home with 
a beer in one hand and a 







are also likely to be 




Already, with the 
"kids'  battling for first
 place, interest 
has begun to swell. 
"Candy." "Chili" and "Will" 
will soon be able 
to run 
for mayor of 
San  Francisco. 
But once the season 
is over and the Giants 
have  once again 
been denied the 
opportunity to go to the World
 Series, see how 
many "true" fans 
are around. 
I.ike those
 of the Warriors, there 
probably won't be too 
many. 
Because, to 
cite a trite old phrase, nobody likes a loser, 
but everybody 
loves a winner. 
Letters to the Editor 
`Hack' writer has 
bad  attitude 
Editor,
 
The attitudes Jeff Goularte
 expressed about students pro-
testing
 for education in his April 27 Viewpoint, "Protesters, 
Demonstrators  the Bane of U.S. Society," 
are
 out of touch.
 
As a culler for
 
the SJSU Annual Fund I was rather an-
noyed when I 




 million from SJSU's budget. The goal of the project is 
ramsc 





believes students who want to raise money for 
education
 
are "thrill seekers" and "goldfish swallowers." I'd 
fake to see him try to talk an alumnus into pledging SI ,000 to 
SJSU and let him
 see
 just how thrilling it is, 
! If ('.oularte believes 
protesters abuse the First 
Amend-
ment, he should
 consider this: It's easier for a hack  writer
 to 
condemn
 demonstrations against budget 
cuts in education than 
a is for thousands of 



















Police Chief I ew Schatz is badly misinformed
 
if he believes
 that his agency didn't 
receive any complaints 
about 
Friday's  Iron Maiden 
concert at Spartan 




 Spartan Village, I 
personally  called UPI)
 four times 
about Friday's events.
 I know several residents
 called UPI) to 
complain
 also. Each 
time I was told by the 




concert -related complaints and 
couldn't  
respond
 to our calls. 
Chief
 Schati also states that Friday's
 coikeri didn't create 
any "serious situations.- Obviously,
 Schatz had no under-
standing of the 
situation
 at Spartan  Village (which is next




 by concert 
goers  for much 
of the day and night. These 












 these individuals were using drugs
 on stu-
dents' front 
porches.  stairwells and 






 day and evening 
for 
assistance,
 but to no avail. Apparently, UN) 
didn't want to 
upset any concert goers by confronting 
these  individuals. Many 
Spartan Village




were forced to leave their homes. 
If UPI) can't provide adequate
 security for events of  this 
nature,  the university should employ a security force that can 
(bviously.  till) wasn't able to 
handle
 all the 
















On April 28 the U S 
government murdered 





gunned down in  
Nicaraguan village 
*cause  he 
committed
 the cruise of 
bringing light and 
electric-
ity to those who never had it before. Contras pulled the trigger. 
but Washington paid for the guns and gave the orders. That was 
no 
accident.  
I knew Ben Tinder. and lam
 pained by his death. He was 
one of the kindest people I have known. He was also an excel-
lent 
engineer.  
But if the CIA thinks that by killing Ben I.inder it can in-
timidate U.S. citizens from participating in health care, agrar-
ian reforms and construction 





It is important for Americans to take a stand against the 
U.S. government's mercenary war in Nicaragua. Thai can 
he 






fellow students. family and friends and organize a inasss.  
movement, like the one that stopped U.S. intervention  in Viet-
nam, to bring an end to these atrocities and let 
Nicaragua  deter-












This letter is in response to an editorial entitled. "Frisbee 
Fiasco, a Wanton Waste.- The Spartan Daily editorial staff 
wrote
 "the A.S. Board
 of Directors couldn't
 find 
anymore 
wasteful ways to spend 
students'
 funds than to support a frisbee 
throwing competition . . .that 
benefits  so few." 
let me compliment the Daily editorial staff on getting the 
amount right. It was $1,025,
 but as far as having any knowl-
edge of the sport of ultimate,  the staff showed
 themselves again 
to 
be somewhat ignorant in their opinion. 
Editors
 should not 
criticize what they 
don't  understand. 
Frisbee is a brand 
name
 of Wham -o. The game of ultimate 
is an intense, physically demanding sport
 much like soccer, not 
a "frisbee 
throwing  competition.- Money spent to 
develop an 
organiiation and sport 
such  as this at SJSU supports the entre-
preneurial  spirit of individuality a  
g our students. I would 
hope 
the  Spartan 
Daily would encourage this 
type of new and 
exciting
 sport on our campus, as 
the  A.S. Hoard of Directors 
did. 
I see SJSU 
as
 being very fortunate








in a weekend 
event  at SJSU. 
This
 two day event is 




coming  16 campuses, 
from San Diego to 
Humboldt.  Student,  
Forum  Policy 
The forum
 page offers an 












readers  to 
write  let-
ters  10 the 






 phone number  and 
class









 to the 
Daily  office














Spartan  Daily 
reserves 
the  right to 
edit  letters 
for libel, 





 meet and 
compete  at 
SJSU.





would  he 
proud
 to hold 
this event. 
Wake  up. 




 not be 
re-
luctant
















when  you 
printed
 an article 
in the 




 is. The 
article 
was even 
















 is the 






recent  article 
published  in the
 Spartan Daily,
 nursing is 
not  
merely  a 
"branch"
 of 
medicine,  it is 
in fact the 
center  of the 
health-care
 field.
 In the 
1980s,
 nurses 



















Nurses do have many
 barriers to overcome, but 
not to-
wards earning full 
liberation  and equality, 
hut rather to obtain 
full recognition
 as professionals at
 
the 
center of medicine. 1, for 
one. do not 
want  
complete  equality with men; I choose not 
to 
dread
 going to work 
everyday.
 
One  reality is 
indeed
 inadequate 
pay  for the work. 
Nurses 
have been 
underpaid  for many
 years, but we 
are  pushing not for 
equality of pay 
but rather for pay 
comparable to 










 to pay off in our
 lifetime. But because
 of the continued 
endurance
 and collaboration
 of nurses and 
student  nurses na-
tionwide, we are
 expediting  a 
well
 deserved increase
 in pay. 
Is nursing a 
traditional passive
 women's role? 
Not  hardly. 
I cannot
 speak for the 
other  "female 
professionals,-  only 
for 
my 
chosen  profession. 
Nursing  is one of the 
most  aggressive. 
stressful, yet rewarding
 careers entered 





 done what 
women 
are







realize  that 
in "all likelihood"
 we will be 
working
 diligently at our
 jobs 




 men are getting 
smarter.
 Each year the 
nursing
 profession is 
welcoming in 
more and more 
men  who have 
finally
 realized that 



















 on the 
physician's  




 chosen to 
continue 
thinking  of 




It is the 
nurse who
 cares for 
you 24 
hours  a day 
while 
you're
 in the 




 you back 
to 
health  
and  in many 
cases,  
it is the 









































 ...wait n 












 the semester. many ideas for columns have 
popped into my head. Sonic have developed into 
great ideas, sonic
 only lasted one sentence. Like 
the one that started off like 
this: 
'To be a journalist is 
a thankless job,  because when 
we do something 
wrong,  everybody is ready to pounce
 on 
us, 
hut when we do something good, where
 
are all the 
critics 
Another 
choice column that I have seen
 that never 
made it to print was started by my favorite editor in the 
newsroom:
 
'They put the red ones back in the 
M&Ms.  
With this in mind, here are sonic incomplete col-
umns that never quite grew up. but nevertheless
 
are com-
plete ideas all packed into a few words. . . 
Weak -Kneed: The
 shortage of 
women's
 restrooms 
at public places is no laughing matter. and a case in point
 






day. While tens of 
women  waited outside in the chill of 
night for 
relief,
 a few brave women shuffled into no 
woman's land, the men's room. and 
braved  the harsh 
treatment front some 
unsympathetic  men,  calling them 
'hitches 
and  whores.' 
Grafitti Art: Grafitti
 artists have been plaguing 






cials may borrow an idea from 
San Diego. where a park 
was built under a 
bridge overpass. Chicano Park, and fea-
tures some of the best murals in the
 United States on the 
support columns. The
 area also has a park area. a stage
 
and a playground. Prime location'? Under 1-280 between 
Almaden Avenue and Vine












Truced  up. 
Beer City:
 I never really thought about it before, but 
e 




San  Jose Flea 
Market  the last two -and
-a -half years, I have poured 
about  
45,600
 Buds and 
about  the same number of 
Cokes,  and 
finly remember 




 the steady hand brain 
surgeons
 are made of. 
Course of Action: 
San Jose State is a boring cam-
pus. The hest way 
to have a good time 
on
 the SJSU cam-
pus on  a weekend is to leave and go 
somewhere
 else. 
What  we need on this 
campus
 is a permanent 18
-hole  disc 
golf course.
 Frisbee
 golf, as Iii'. 
more  
commonly  known. 
is a relatively obscure  sport
 
compared











 in the 
pool). be-
ginning
 Aikido (a self-defense) 
or
 beginning Hatha Yoga 
(who
 knows). But the beauty
 of 
Frisbee







 and a 
sunny  day, will 
play 
Equitable Chore: The 
Journalism 160 class (ad-
vanced
 reporting) has just
 
completed
 its publication of 
'Toward Equity.' a 20-year capsule 
of
 the struggle 
of 
this university to bring 
ethnic
 balance in education, of 
which I 
was  a 
part of. We learned a 
lot about
 ourselves 
and of others. We had 
to 
overcome  some 
heavy 
reserva-
tions;  racism was a bun word throughout  the




 the department has been 
unusually
 quiet. 
If anyone read it,  
we
 would
 like to hear your 
view  of 
it. 
Write  cm 
letters
 to the Editor. 
Football Fever: With the close of spring drills, 
some old 
wounds
 have resurfaced. The inanity 
of the 
coaches and the writers  to leave SJSU 





 18th in one poll and after win-
ning the 
Cal Bowl still
 amaies me. Only
 a 12-0 season 
will
 open the eyes of biased reporters
 back East. With a 
tough act







7-4,  good for second place
 in the
 IVA A. Sorry, 
Mike 
See Va, Jose: lam
 a graduating 
senior.
 and I will 
never forget 
my year on the Daily




 and some good,
 clean fun. 
The people 
that
 I have been 
associated  with in the 
jour-
nalism department 
have reinforced my 
beliefs that the 
field revolves around 




 muggy day in January,
 1985 when I got 
my first glimpse 
of
 SJSU. I have grown




known  to blast
 Jose, I 
now know





 Slat. San Jose
 
is growing up. and 
I'd e to meet
 
her
 in her prime when 
I return. 
Oscar ( urns
 is associate editor, and
 will be 
found
 on the boardwalk in San Diego
 and at Jack 
Morphs
 Stadium, cheering
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 on the NMI WV isol 
native
 
Action  are presenting 
"Career
 for 








Prolessionals.'  at 
swains.
 oa ass student oor 
I* lilts offpanoraiode Mail 
I 2:30 p.m. today in Student 








Mass  Communhathos. 










 Sul, a,Jdernis 









 paid tor Ihnough 
Assn...hod  Stu 
Jews
 an
 S SO 
Jr.
 panossolone














Pleaw  send all 




























































 Amy I 
Pabalan 







 Oscar Guest,. 





























































$200  for 













 station  
man-
ager,  
said  the 
proceeds






























Park  by 
next  se-
mester.  


















 ot my 
job  is to 
organize  
events to raise 
money
 tor the station." 
Sutton  
said.  









Cash and Carry  donated 
the paper
 supplies.
 San Jose Food 
Co-op  
donated













exchange  for 
on
-campus  and







 the event 
was
 the chili made
 by Brad 
Stone,
 KSJS 
disc jockey and jazz director. 








 sophomore Matt 
Naters mans the KSJS 
barbecue.  






best  I've ever had. said 
SJSU alumnus







event,  KSJS invited 
members
 of the 
band Concrete Blonde to sign 
autographs  
and give away albums. 
"We
 knew the band 
was playing at 
One Step Beyond.- Yohn 
said.  "So we 
called them 







 a benefit con-
cert
 on June I at One Step 
Beyond.
 a 
Santa Clara nightclub. The 
eoncen  will 
feature  
























cancer,  and 
just one drink 
a day is associated with a 50 
percent
 increase in 
the risk of this disease, 
two studies conclude, 
The findings suggest that 
alcohol  could be responsible for 
10 percent to 15 
percent
 of all breast cancer. a disease
 that 
strikes about one
 in 10 women at some time during their
 lives. 
The studies, published
 in Thursday's New England Jour-
nal of Medicine,  found 
that women who drink modest amounts 
of liquor, beer or wine are 
more  likely to get breast cancer later 
in their lives than those who don't drink. 
"I think we can't
 
be
 completely sure there is a cause -and -
effect association,- said Dr. Walter
 C. Willett of the Harvard 
School
 of Public Health, who directed
 one ot the studies. 
"Nevertheless,
 the consistency between the 
different
 studies is 
rather remarkable. 
"A fairly substantial 
proportion  of breast cancer can be at-
tributed
 to alcohol consuniption, should this relationship turn 
Cancer 
Institute.  director °I the other 
studs 
The Harvard
 study found that women who consume
 a 
drink or more a 
day have a 50 percent








crage half a 
drink  a day have a 
30 percent increased
 risk. Below three
 
drinks a week, 




 the National (.'ancer
 Institute study it 
found  
that those
 who drink are 50 
percent more likely 
to get breast 
cancer 
than are






those  who consume
 
more than three drinks
 a 
week,  it found
 a 60 
percent  to 100 
per-
cent 
increase in risk 
It 
would  he 
reasonable
 for a woman






deciding whether to change her 






"One  might recuummend,
 then." he 
wrote.
 "that women 
at 
especially  high risk 
tor  breast cancer, 
such as those who 
are 
°hese  . who have 
haul tew children, 




 were older than 
25 or whose mothers
 had breast can-
not to be 
causal."  said Dr. Arthur 







Services  is provid-
ing measles immunizations 
today from 8 
to 10 a.m. in Health Building. Room 
210. 
Call Oscar Battle at 277-3622 or 
277-9074
 for information. 
   
Gay and 
Lesbian 

















 s Liss posiage
 Nod al Sall 
lohr,  t Jii14,1,SA  
Member ool 










 for information.  
Union 
Guadalupe  
Room.  Call 





   
SJSU Staff 




 a debate on 
honvosexuals  and 
Christians  at noon today 
in the Spartan 
Memorial
 Chapel. 
   
Communications 
Studies Depart-









to 1:30 p.m. 
tomorrow at Hugh
 Gillis 





   
ntormation. 







Alliance,  Career 
Plan -





















 Gary Hart denied
 having sex with 
j 
Aliarni woman
 and said. "I have 
nothing to hide 
For 51
 minutes in a packed






about  his relationship
 with Donna Rice.






 angry in his 
responses,  he admitted 
"a se-
ries of mistakes,'  
but declared: "I'm not
 stupid . 
Han said he 
considers  adultery 





 whether he had 
ever 
committed  adultery. 
"I don't 





 some fairly fine 
definitions,"  he said 
But asked specifically
 if his statements
 meant he had 
not 
hzi..des.




 "I'm a human






news  conference  
following






 me. if 
my
 intent was 
to
 base a 
relationship  with a 
woman, particularly





wouldn't have gone about it 
in this way." 
Lee 
Hart,  who had 
canceled
 plans to join 
her husband 
in New York on 
Tuesday  because 









was  not  
disturbed
 by her husband's 
association  with Rice. 
On Sunday,
 The Miami 
Herald
 published a story
 say-
ing Hart spent 
much of the 
weekend
 at his 
Washington  
townhouse with Rice while his 
wife was
 in 
Colorado.  On 
Monday.
 Rice told reporters










deny  any immoral 
behavior and to 
denounce  
the story as false. 
Border 
crossers  get 
protection  
1.0S ANGELES 
(API  In a major
 decision. a U.S. 
District  
judge  has 
ruled  that
 the Border 
Patrol  can't  
expel  
agricultural
 workers caught 
illegally entering the




eligible for amnesty.  





the ruling could trigger








 western regional counsel
 
tor the 
INS in Ins 
Angeles. 
Dieing its iiscal year which ended Oct. 31. 1986. the 
INS caught 
1.8 million people entering this country illegally 
over the Mexican border, up from 1.3 million in 1985 and
 1 
million in 1984. All three were record years. 
The preliminary injunction 
was signed May 5 Ill Soolci .1 
mento  by U.S. Distriet Judge 1-arry 
Karlton but
 isn't to be-
come effective until May 10. Oclencrantz
 said. 
He said
 the government hasn't 
decided  it it will appeal. 
The 
injunction,  filed on 
behalf






 of Sacramento and 
other groups, was won
 by 
attorneys








pr is ision 
in
 the 









deal  with perishable 
commodities. 
Among those rules is a requirement  that,
 to 
qualify  tun-
amnesty. they  
need only have worked 
in the United States 
tor 90 
days
 during the 12 months ended
 in May 1986.  
provision, designed
 to keep from 
causing
 havoc  in 
the agriculture
 industry that 
relies  heavily on 











 in such 
circumstances
 
Major cocaine figures snared 
WASHINGTON










 authorities arrested 
more  
than  40 major U.S 
and
 Colonihian 
drug  figures in 
Los  Angeles, 





dubbed  "Operation 
Pisces,''









million  in illicit drug
 money over the 





captured or being 
sought  Wednesday 
were three of the 






 cartels,  including the operators of 
two MAWS st 
drug  rings in the 
United  
States.













 using j new











accounts  in IN of that
 nation's banks 
where  drug pro* 
seeds twin Operation
 Pisces were deposited
 
The unprecedented 
action  in Panama means














to track the 
money trail with
 the goal of 
sei/ing
 

























and  to WM: !mire 













IS i API Researchers






 infects ceriain 




he% said Wednesday the virus 
cannot  be 
trans-
mitted lus skin 






































 ot Vienna and the 
NCI 
also  speculated  the presence
 
of AIDS virus in 
disease... 
fighting Langerhans
 cells in skin 






 AIDS until 
sears after they are 
intected by 











angel ham yells and other
 similar









called  I ly mphocytes. (ianner 
said. 
I he v inis 
%%.val't 
found  in actual 
skin cells, 
only  in 
lengerhans  
cells.
 which are located in the bottom
















it so it 
can be 
destroyed  by 











 the ,,,,l_mek 
band "Kool
 and the 
Gang.'  say they plan to 
donate





weekend  to a group 
seeking  a 
state 
holiday  humoring 
the Res Martin 
1.uther King Jr. 
Gov 
Kan Mecham










claiming  it 
was done illegally 
Since then.
 Stec le 
Wonder












 an undisclosed 
amount
 of 
money  to a group 
seeking
 to recall Mecham 
Robert "Kind"
 
Bell.  hass 
player
















persuaded  by 
Arizo-
nans for
 a M fin I 
th Ki 















Call  Deb Boogaard at 
277-2272 for 
information.  





having a Co-op 
















   
   
l'he 
Theatre  Arts 





 of Two Mas 
ters" 
at
 12:30 p.m, 
tomorrow 
at








   
SJSU ski club will hold elec-
tions and a 
meeting
 at 7:30 p.111. today
 in 
the Student Union Umunhuni Room 

















and skills you 
won't 
get from a 
textbook. Enroll 
in Army 
































Morality,  a . 
a 
.. 















ROOM.  Call 









































































































 Ounlap. Si. 






Foyer  Jeff 
SJSU
 Karate 
Club  will 
have















 at 7:30 




l unza. Do 
Johnson
 






plex,  Room 89. 




 NI NochOIS. 
Rosa  
Tong



















 Oriocei will 




Nancy  Nadel 
Biel
 .1 PolvororM 
general 






in Student Union 




 tlegona Avoles. Shannon
 Beglin. Ste 
John 






 Denny I SW 
Cathy  

















Board is accepting  
applications 
for  a 



































































i ISO Roo 
Chersa 
Chethn.
 Athena Cnrinas. on 














Jett  Krikosl.  
ridm 
hold a debate on  









mi.sexuality- today at noon in the Spar-
  tan Memorial Chapel, Call Dan ydar at 














did you graduate 
within  the p,tst year> 
Buy a brand






(1) No credit record 
is no problem 
a bad credit 
record  is a no -no. (2) You need a firm 
commitment for a job. (3) The monthly payment 
must not exceed 
200.
 of your monthly net income. 
That's
 it! 







have a meeting 
from 2 to 4 p.m.



















 and a 
presentation 
by Sir Stuart 
Hampshire of 










































































phi.. Ib ki 
UMAC rebate' 
wish!) 







call: (408) 983-5300 
You don't have to make 
an appointment, of 
course.
 
Just drop in. 
But,  call ahead, and we'll have a sales 
representative  available just for 
you.  Learn about 
Graduate First
 Time Buyer Program and which 
new Buick is just right












sell more new Buicks than
 any other 
dealer
 
in Northern California. 




S.'S!, discus thrower 
Dan Katches winds 
up to throw the discus
 in a 
meet
 last season. Katches, 
a senior, will be going 
for  his third PCAA 
Spartan  Daily File Photo 
discus title this weekend in [nine at the PCAA Championships. The 









Daily staff writer 
The SJSU 
track team will head into 
-this weekend's  PCAA
 Championships in 
Irvine attempting to catch 
two teams. 











"Based on the season's
 best perfor-
mances. Fresno 





 Clark said. 
"ben. Irvine with 
their tremendous 
running  team. For us, well 
be in a real 







 Spartans - IX 01 
the 32 







 Division I 
com-
petition
 Clark thinks Chris 
Recede.  
Demetrius 
Caner,  Carlin Davis, Dan 
Ketches,
 Neil 
Leonard, Shawn Majeski, 






the  team. 
Becerra  will be competing in both 




make it to 
Saturday's  finals. this sophii 
more middle-distance runner, who has 
recorded the PCAA's second-best time 
of the year 1349.5) in the 1.500,  will 
have to he among the top -finishers of 
Friday's
 qualifying heats. 
"('hns  has an outside chance to win 









him in (both 
events).  It's a tough 
donble, particularly 
if the weather stays 





men. and Clark expects 

























time,  at 
14.86,  in 
the 110 -






































by 10 feet 
in the 
discus,  and is in 
good
 position to 
earn
 his third 
conference  
title  -- a  feat 
never 
before  accomplished




junior  who  Clark 
indi-




 put the shot





















scoring  big 




solid  second -place
 


















Majcski  is 
capable  of 
placing  
among  the 
top four 


























who  runs in 
the 
K00 -meter 
race and a 
















record  might 
not In-








 a real 
battle













running very well," Clark said 
"He ran 
well over the 
weekend (winning his heat 
at the Johnny Mathis Invitational), and I 
think




 coming oft a foot in-
jury just in time for the championships. 
In his first competitive meet 
since  he was 
injured at the beginning of April, the 
freshman  won his 110 -meter high
 hurdle 
heat at last Saturday's invitational. lie 
also ran 
a leg for the one -mile relay 
team, which finsihed third 
"Dave won his 
heat  (last Saturday). 
which was a pleasant surprise." Clark 
said.  "He's
 still a little
 short on condi-
tioning, but with 
each
 passing day, we 
hope he'll be better.**
 
Paul Abbott, Terry Duncan, Mike 
Matthews, Fred Payton, Rod 
Sanders,  
Steve 
Scholz.  Mark Kigali. Jim Reis. 
I.arry Weldon and Tim Williams arc 
other SJSU spikesters 
with  the ability to 
place 
among  the PCAA elite. 









dies of cancer 
I - Phil 
Woolpen, 








ehampionships in 1955 and 1956. 
Oted of lung cancer at his home near Se -
Om on fuesday 
lie was 71. 
. Woollen's two national title teams
 
wled  by Bill Russell and 
K C Jones, 
1e,4,in  
Wei  starred tor 













eenich of the Sacramento 
Kings.
 
Woolpen had been diagnosed 
is
 
having  lung cancer last 
summer.
 He n as 
stirvived by 
his 




was a native of Danville 
lie coached at 




 he resigned with
 a 149-74 re 
gard in 1959. After Woolpert left 
USI  





Basketball League iii 
WORK  IN JAPAN 
Individuals with a degree 
ni
 









interested  in teaching
 
Fnglish  
for one year in Japan to 




ministries  should 
write to  







 Tokyo 150,  Japan
 
Information on the






 resume and 
photograph
 
1961-62. He later became the basketball 




where  he 
compiled
 a 90--
90 record from 1962 through 1969. 
He moved to 
the Sequim area 
in  
1972 
and  dnive a bus for the Sequim 
School District until his 








 Coach Bernie Hick-
111LCA 
crstaff,  who 











plc,  including 
myself.
 Phil left a I  





















 a lot of 

































































iII  I 2 
s 






run  on the 1,600 -meter
 relay entry,  
which has recorded the conference's 
third fastest time this year. Rigali also 
has a shot at running one of the 1,600 -
meter 
legs.  
Duncan. a senior, has an 
opportu-
nity to run one
 of 
the  legs on the 400 -
meter relay and will participate in the 
long jump. 
Matthews and Williams. both ju-
niors. will be SJSU's 
steeplechase  en-
tries.
 and Schol? 
and  
Rivera
 will join 
Re-
seda as I ,5fX)-nieter entrants. 
Reis, a sophomore who placed 
fourth in the high jump in last year's 
chanipionships, has 
tied the PCAA's 






 a senior 
who has 
been the 
Spartan's top long juniper and triple 
juniper over the past three seasons,  will 
try to gamer 
his
 third PC'AA triple jump 
title. The former 
defensive  back on
 lii 
SJSU football team will need to . 
about
 six feet to his season 
hest







jumped over 53 feet, for the top honor. 
For the
 






 of 5-5 in 
dual 
meet competition this season, this meet 
will mark the end of a rebuilding season 
Clark  has been encouraged
 by what he's 
seen. 
'It hasn't been a had season lot 
us,'' Clark said. "We're getting about as 
much out 
of these 
guys as we expected. 
particularly with as many young athletes 











as we have, they've responded well  
They've
 grown and improved this  sea -












Daily  staff 
writer  
For SJSU track team member Dan 
Ketches,  this weekend's PCAA Track 
and held Championships will be an op-
portunity to win a third discus title.. 
But the fifth -year senior from Mil-
lbrae,  who won championships in 1984 
and 1986, isn't anticipating an easy time, 
despite the fact 
he has out -thrown his 
nearest PCAA competitor
 by over 10 feet 
this
 year. 
"It does (look like I've got a good 
chance 
at
 winning)," Ketches said. 
"But the discus is 
a very inconsistent 
event. On a 




 to count niy 
chickens before they're hatched. I just 
hope to do my best. It would definitely 
be 
nice
 to win.'' 
Ketches,
 who achieved his lifetime 
best of 187-9 last season, 
has seen his 
performance drop off slightly this year 
(his best 
throw to date has been 175-71. 
but is still determined
 to do his best
 to 
win the conference 
championship.  
"Basically, when I'm out there my 
philosophy is to throw my best, perform 
to my highest and whatever happens is 
what happens."  Ketches said. 
"It would be nice to win the confer-
ence title, but 
I'm out there to throw be-
cause God has 
given  me the ability. I'll 
do my best for him and see what the out-
come is. Whether
 I win is not relevant.'' 
For this industrial 
design major, his 
drop in performance is a mystery.
 
"I can't pinpoint the reason fie the 
drop in my 
performance,"  Katches said. 
"My strength level and speed are 
about  
as peel or better than last year. But if 
you're not doing something right in the 
ring, you can lose a 
good 10 feet on your 
throws.  
"les disappointing because I was 
throwing in the 
180s last year," he said. 
"In terms of my perfomiance, it's been a 
rough season, but I've been 
learning  a lot 
and 
enjoying the season nevertheless. 
I've comforted 
myself  by saying my 
character
 is being built up." 
What Katches enjoys is both the 
comradery
 and the individual compet-
itive aspect of 
being  a member of the 
SJSU
 track team. 
"There's a learn 
atmosphere,  plus 








 blame or reward in terms
 of 






















 He said 
weight lifting is 













 on his throwing technique 
and sprints






only event, however. The 6-2, 
231) 
pounder also participates
 in the shot put 
event 
"I was recruited as a discus 
thrower, and that's what I'm pnmarilly 















then in niy entire life. 
Though in the end Ketches 
is ic-




 coach Mike Weeks with 
much 
of
 his suci.ess. 
"Without a doubt.  
Mike's one ot 
the 
top coaches in the 




 his committment to 
his ath-
letes as 



























throw  the 
discus  at 


























 quite a 
toss 
qualify,  
but  we'll see
 what 
happens.   
SJSU 
head coach 
Marshall  Clark 
thinks 
Katches
 is the only 
Spartan
 with a 
realistic 
chance of 
advancing  to ilfe 
NCAA's,
 though it 
will  be tough. 
 
this 
year.  Ketches is probably the 
only one,  and he's going to have to catch 
the big throw," Clark 
said. "He's capik 
bit:. hut time is miming out." 
Coming


























 a short 
address  and 
participate










Dean of Engineering 
California
 State University,




















Only  $5 Per unit 
at 
Evergreen






































































































































 ID for express 
registration.
 



























































































 4th to 
Broncos 
By







































Tuesday  of the game,"
 Piraro 
said. "If Todd 












been  another 








score  might bly
 
would  have 













Broncos  in 
their 
last
 home As it was,
 Eagan struck












 with two 













continue  on. 
Baseball
 





 a hit or even a 
potential  
hit. Aid while  
Spartan  coach 
Sam  Piraro 
is alwtys the first to 
admit that his team 
is not 
werpowering,
 this was about the 
worst teatment they've received from an 
opposikg pitching staff 
all year long. 
"Otie 
were
 dominated as much as 
a 
team ran be dominated," Piraro said. 
"We titre 
manhandled  by their
 pitchers. 
We dich't have one 
hard-hit  ball after the 
secontinning. And I'll tell you, the odds 
of that lappening aren't very high." 
Inthe first two innings,
 there 
was  
little eridence that the 
Spartan  offense 
was aqua to experience a period of se-
rious 
!cession.  Productivity was a bit 
above-tverage for the 
Spartans  in the 
first inking, when three runs 
crossed the 
plate
 t* four hits. 
As the 
second  inning 
progressed,
 it 
lookedas it the 




furnish  a comfortable 










events  took a 
turn fiir 
After  that, there 
was
 no question 
that the Spartans 
were having trouble 
at 
the 
plate, but they  




 in the field. 
"Defensively  we 
played our 
best  ot 
the year," 
Piraro said. "They
 hit Telford 
hard and they











but  our 
de-
fense 
kept us in the
 gaine.' 
The Spartans 
turned  three double 





 has faced the 
Broncos  
four times 
this season, each 
time losing 
by one or two 
runs. And each time they 
have 
experienced the 
same  problem 
lack of production.  
"We  didn't get mam, 
haserunners  
after the 
second  inning." Pirani 
said 
"When we did, we had problems 
111,1% 




 the Spanans will 
conclude the 1987 season 
with a three -
game 
series at UC-Irvine. The Anteaters 






























and a former 
NCAA proident 
were named as 
the fi-
nalists 
Tuuday  in the 
NCAA's  search 
for a 
new mccutise 





 Jon W. Ryan, 
58,  president of 
Indiana Uiversity




 Ifirvey W. 
Schiller, 47. coin-
inissioncr of the Southeastern Confer-
ence. 
 ack 
Davis,  59, long-time
 fac-
ulty repesentative front Oregon State 






 Dick Schuh?, 58. 
Virginia  ath-
letic 
diector  and 




committee  for 




'We  agree 
unanimously
 as a corn
-
mine,
 that these 










chairman  of 
the  search commit-
tee, *id. 















which  to 
choose
 candidates
 for this 
imfortant 
A decision
 will be made, 
following 
another  round 
of interviews,
 by mid -
June. Bailey 
said





years  as 
head



















TIc final decision will 
be
 made by 
the 




 Council. But the 
power-
ful Protidents Commission,
 under a rule 
passed at January's
 NCAA convention, 


























































































will try to make


























































































































 He is 
married 





















 of the 
newly  former 
Presidents 
('omminission.  Married 
and 
the father of 
three,  he holds a 














after  serving 24 


























































 is idely 














































 athletic  di-
rector
 at Virginia
 in 1981. 
Spartan third baseman Bob Straight gets hack to first before Santa 
Clara first baseman Joe t;iisland can make the tag. The Broncos won 
Nancy Nadel - Daily stall photographer 
the game 4-3 at Nlunicipal Stadium. The loss was the fourth straight for 













staff  writer 
In the 









departs  tor 
Albuquerque.  
\ I \ 
24i to begin

















women  aren't sched-
uled 
tii












 than they lhoe been 











sex  cral trips












preparing for the 
long
 
South Course at the
 I Mversity  
oh 
New 




'Right now . we lust want 
lintel the 







 on the phi...a-
t:al 
















 in 24 
major  leap tie 
baseball 




helping  to immune
 the 
voting 






%kill  to,,: 
as:111,01k'  
through






 to be 
played 



























one plaser horn eat h 
team  at the infield 
positrons and at t itteller and





















etc.  But, 
during  
college,
 six of 
us did one 
thing in 


















 a picture 







with  so 
many 
different 




















CLERICAL   
.MARKETING   



















Without question. this 
is 
the biggest tournament ot the year 
tor 
the
 Spartans and, along with Gale,  
the 





" I hex 're 
preparing  for it as 
if it 
55 Ilt)r Malta 
IMMIM11011... (1:110
 
salt)  "Ohs 
itiusly
 the internal 
ansiet.x  is 
greater. But we're
 not going to approach 
Ii .1115differentls It's 
Just  another tour-
nament










making  a post -
season
 appearance tor the ninth 
tune in 
the past  
Ill 
years Ibis






















vse'Ye  beaten 
all 
the 
other  teams 
ipanicipating





 year and 
we've been 
there 
hcfoic.  he said 'Sta. 




























 one ot the
 teams lit 

















 he %%as still a 
11%.,...

















 has of making 












 a io 
did  not 
reit1O1 the Red 
Sits 
until  last 
weekend.  
Pitchers






The IVAA Coach of the Yeal esti 
mated that by tee -off time in Albuquer-
que. when all the regular -season results 
are computed.  SJSU should move up 
to 
the  No 2 slot in the national rankings. 
One might think that 
the atmo-
sphere at such 
an
 e%,111 as the NCA A 
limol.,111%.111  is 
%cry
 Intense and secs 
!terse-rat:1,1mi tor J young golfer.
 But, 
through experience Gale has learned that 




toward  each 
other. 
"The players are friendly because 
they 'se played against 
each
 other be-
fore." Gale said "But the pressure
 is 
there. 






.5.111 a ,e11,, 5(910 
traveler whose travel




 are sander to yours You can 
both enjoy a 
new 













0 Sox 6 
Westley CA 95387 
































All Well Drinks, 
Wine 8 Draft 
This Sunday 
8 p.m. - 
Midnight  
(Additions!  I.D. 
Required)  
"College 









(408)  446-2832 
5580 
Stevens













































 Smit Ii, of the Silicon
 alley Tusks 
Coalition.
 sits under a map 
of the Santa Clara 
Valley.  The map is dot-
ted with 
plot  points ill spills siehis in the
 area. 


















'The problem of hazardous 
waste  disposal 
Is a nagging enigma 
posing  a compli-












studying  the issue are only 







waste  is the same technol-
ogy used in the 1930s. 
 
David Morell. special 
assistant for 
tonics 
management for Santa Clara
 
County, said the most conmion disposal 
method has 

















 communities have been 













 who make 















 of the 
State 
I 
Department  oti Health Services' toxic 




of the process is 
to 
worn us 





































methods  used at 
one 
of its 






 paid in lieu of a fine. 
' without 





the  other 





































 are treated 
at a recyling









 in Chicago at a 
















now have to 























































 people involved in treatment
 
% of Ionic 
Waste adsocale 
incineration  as a 
% viable disposal
 method 


















 three have 
been issued 






































EPA requirements demand that an 
incinerator 
destroy
 99.99 percent of the 
pollutants that enter
 it. 









having  to deal 
with toxic 
waste is a 
backward 





products  and 
safer 





could  not only 
protect
 the 





 hut also 
solve  the hazard-
ous  
waste  stream problem. 
'The way you reduce
 things at the 
source is to develop
 chemicals that don't 
cause cancer and birth defects. 
The  con-
cept is simple. If 
you  can do that, you 
don't  have 
to worry. about 
waste  at the 
end. This 
happens right at the beginning
 
of the process, and nobody's















































499 E HAMILTON IN CAMPBELL
 
AT














Daily  staff writer 
Once 
covered  with orchards,
 Santa 
Clara
 Valley has undergone
 a massive
 
hange in the last 
30 years
 
to become a 
valley filled 
with high-tech industries 
that use a vast array of highly toxic sub-
stances. many of which have been stored 
and disposed of in a haphazard manner. 
As a result, the 
valley






point where it can be dealt with adequa 
tely. 
Is 




























handling  these 
substances as they see fit, 












 most of 
these 
.ompanies were simply dumping their 
,if 
vents," said Ted Smith, chairman of 
the 
Silicon Valley Tonics 
Coalition.
 
hey weren't thinking. Now, all the 
,ompanies deny that happened. but all 
The people I've talked to that 
used  to 
.,ork
 at these places say. 
'Hey,  that was 
lust 





down the sinks, or just take it out in the 
hack yard and dump it." 
Many of the materials
 being 
dumped arc solvents, which can cat their 
way 
down through the soil until they 
,ontaminate the aquifer
 system that pro -
'ides drinking water. 
Proposition 65. the clean water ini-
tiative
 passed in November, resulted in 
Gov. George Deukemejian's office
 pre-
senting  a list of 29 
chemicals
 known to 
cause cancer





outcry  was heard immediately 
I tom environmental groups, which main-
tain 













rem Wide camp. 
















































































































Attorney  General John Van de 
Kamp has 






 agrees with the 
environmentalists on the matter. 
Clean water is something that many 




what they drink 

















water  at what they consider sale 
levels, a number ot tosic 
leaks  and 
spills  
throughout the COL1111y  continue 
to 
threaten




One susceptible %chicle tor hazard-
ous materials to 
reach lower water levels 
is the thousands




the valley, many of them 
abandoned and forgotten. Contaminants
 
reaching any of these 
wells  could easily 
shoot 
straight  down














contamination  down 
at 500 feet 





with a garage built
 over it. 
Ni,




other  wells have been icandoiled.
 
though the Santa Clara Couity Wahl 
District is 
attempting








as old as 50 years,  and are goint ihmugh 









 wells 6 ist 
in this 
county. David












have no detectable  
contanmation
 In 













identified locally.  
Morell said 















 the aquifer. 

















 no reason to fear. 
There  may i Ii 
be 
reason  to 
act 





 future leiks. and ss-
acting on it, not always 
fist enough.
 Ma 






























Got The Parts 
3157 Alum Rock Ave San Jose, 
CA
 95127 


















































































































 is still forthcoming.
 
San Jose has 
recently  augmented 
its 
approach to the 





the  Water Quality/ 
Toxic): Program 
Manager for the newly 
formed  office,  is at the
 center of a storm 
of activity
 as the city mobilizes its haz-
ardous materials forces. 
We
 have two 
focuses - - taking 
care 
of existing problems, and 
keeping
 
others from occurring;' 
Lynch  said. 




checking businesses that store hazardous 
materials, but to make the system pax tor 
itself, more 
inspectors  are needed, 
lynch said.
 
Although the program is meant to 
be funded by 
fees
 imposed on private in-
dustry. much  


















































Jose is a 
leader  in the 
stab...
 











is doing anything 
like San 
Jose and 
Santa  Clara 
Valle),  
































 is a 
laggard."  
Morrell said.
 **We have wen rampant 
1110(1CM feudalism 
Fvery city is on its 

















window  as he 









What  cannot 
he
 seen so 
easily  from 
his 
window, however,
 is the pollution
 
that 
exists  in water
 and soil. 
Morell  quotes 
figures









nationally  for a 
total of 
157 



















































waste in Santa Clara 
County,
 
but only 500 
of them have 
been 
registered. 




note,  however, that 
Santa Clara 
County  has issued more  ha/ 
ardous materials storage permits. 4.200 




 the rest of the country 
A key step in 
managing  toxic con-





agreement  that 
recognizes
 











reintOrcement  of a "spirit 
ot 
cooperation, coordination
 and mutual a, 
sistance"
 between Santa Clara 
County
 
and the cities within its confines, but 0., 
wording of the document 
also
 lea% 4, 
both the cities 
and  the county with a way 

















3. International Business 
Machines  
San Jose 






 Semiconductor Santa Clara 
7.
 Teledyne
 Mt. View 
8. Westinghouse Sunnyvale 
9. Applied Materials Santa Clara 
10. 













 Intel (Magnetics) 
Santa Clara 







17. Van Waters & 
Rogers  San Jose 
18. Lorentz Barrel & Drum San
 Jose 
19.  Zoecon East Palo 
Alto 
20.  Monet Field Naval Air Station Mt. View 
icesticiriesslrirs
 Ow, 






 is based,  
which he calls 
"shared authority." 
might simply
 continue the parochialism
 
which has so far 
characterized  the ap-
proach  to the problem. 
Instead of 
"shared  authority... 
Morell recommends 
the formation of a 
new 
kind of public utility company for 








in dealing with disposal of 
hazardous  waste,  citing a report to that 
county's board of supervisors that called 






 involved in the haz 
ardous




11,11  is 








 of hazardous inateri
 
als used
 in businesses. 
Though  this may 
seem like a 
simple idea, it is 
something
 
that has yet to be 
implemented.  
"As you go from city to city, there 
is 








Wilhelm, the new director of the 
county
 






Problems ss ith the way barrels are cleaned out have resulted in seseral 
citations for the Lorenti Barrel and Drum Co., said 'fed Smith. chair-
man of the Silicon alley Toxic, Coalition,
 
A report
 prepared hy the 
California Department of I lealth tiers ices stated that these barrels has e 
Hobert Airoldi Daily
 stall pnotograpnem 




 soil contamination. While no evidence
 of contamination  
was found at the Lorentz site, there is a posssihlity that leakage could 
damage the aquifer system,  









TORFA71. /rom Net- / 
these drums
 and they
 all have residue,  
whether  
from solvents. or acids or 
pesti-
cides,  and they wash 
them  out." 
said 
Fed Smith, chairman of 
the Silicon Val-
ley Toxic, Coalition. 
"They 
obviously  were aware of 
what they were 
doing,"  
he said. 











heard  ot." 
"As a result of this 
operation, 
the 










including 4adnimin,  chromium,  
lead,  
nickel. 








...bents. :Ind polychlorinated 
hi - 
pheny 





report,  prepared 
hy
 the Chni 
11111 company for the California 
Depart-














wells close to the 1 
1/113  1/ site,
 
the environmental
 contamination poses a 
direct 
threat  to 













derground  rivers separated by 
layers  of 
soil
 and clay. and is a 
major  source of 
drinking  water for valley residents. 
Groundwater contamination  is typ-
ically shallow,  while drinking water 
comes from deeper leNCIS in the aquifer 
sy stem.
 










Smith  pointed out that 
a sample of 
runoff water 




of Fish and Game 
was  simply 


























 has happened. 
because
 I anent, 

















clean up the 
site, although he referred







He said four 




 at the 
I.°  
rent/ site,  but















track  of its 
leak."
 he said  `. 
can't tell 
anything  from 
four well,  
Morell,  





 said the 
level 
and types of 
contamination  at 
the 
Lorentz
 site are far




 other cleanup sites. 
"I 















vinyl chloride  
and PCBs," he 
said
 
Morell  said the level 
of vinyl
 chi, 






standard  and 
that  
the 


































































 nothing like that
 in any of 
the typical 
Silicon  Valley leaks." 
he
 
said. "If we don't 
prevent  'inure leaks 
and 




like Lorentz Barrel and Drum,
 we 
could have a 
dangerous  situation in the 
future,
 but the point 








































































T -Shire Too Hot to Pass Up! 
The new
 rock wave 











































































staff  writer 
Wearing




 to his 
body.































ples  Ideas." 
Ile spoke 
harshly  








 the working class 
Jesus 
Christ











the minds of 
the peo-
ple.'
 he said 
To 















position.  he 
said. 
'Jesus  never worked,'
 ' he said 
lbe 






























in the Hinds " 
Ile 


















































































































went  on to 
say
 
that  the 
elite 
































LeW  Schatz 
said
 Monday there were 
no
 complaints to 
the 
html)
 about the 
concert,  tom peo-
ple 
including 



























and  Sun Jose Police
 
Department  
Friday night to 
complain about














dium. said she 51111151 
hear
 the concert 
even 
though all the doors
 and windows 




was  On. 
In a letter 









"I personally called 
UPI)
 four 








the  residents at Spartan 
Village) Each 






 that UM was  oserloaded
 
with  related complaints and could
 not re-
spond





by , on 
cert-goers for much of 






rowdy.  but many 
were
 under the 
influence
 of drugs




prompted them to urinate ex 




said there were 21 
dispatch
 log entries 












The UPD made 12 















the city police  
contactor










hut  they 



























and  LAO 
again























































































else  them 
fresh 















better  it Ian k 
ild 






















































































































 Reform and Con-
trol Act 
Tuesday   the same










appearance  as 




All of the pan-
elists 
opposed
 the law, which makes it 
legal
 to hire 
undocumented 
laborers  who 
qualify for 
citi7enship. 
The panel consisted of Bill Flores, 
Santa Clara University
 political science 
professor. Rcnia Dia?,
 Ran Si commu-
nity group 
member,  and 
playwright  Felix 
Alvare7
 
"Here it is Cinco de Mayo and the 
(i.S.  government chooses our holiday to 
slap us 







are very angry," he said. "It 
conies on a 
day  when we arc celebrating 
.15 
it Ittly.'' 
1)1a7 said she will 
work to gain U.S. 
citizenship
 for illegal aliens working in 
the country
 . 
"We have attended full -day learn-
ing sessions, and have only learned the 
negatives tor the law's effect)," she 
said. 
The law will 
be reviewed in two 
years. and Dia,  intends to report 
her mis-
givings about it at that time. She added 
that the law 
is
 racist, and that
 her 
group  
has been consistently against it. 
The 
speakers  stated it is unlikely 
that large numbers of 
immigrants  will 






Services has estimated that there are at 
least 4 
million  undocumented 
aliens in 
the United States. They have predicted 
that they will process 600.000 of them 






qualifications. One of the law's 
stipulations states that an 
alien must have 
proof of 




only  proof an alien can show is 
a deportation arrest,  a ticket or fine, or a 
dodor 
bill.  Dia, said. Most illegals use 
someone else's name, so it is unlikely 






prove that he or she has been in this 



















* FE:Vri ;: Lady Bianca Thornton 
Andy
 Just and The 
Shapes  
Night












info erdt(408)277-2s117  or 
277,1228  
Flinded By ASSiteialcd StIldelits tind the 





























































































at big savings! 





















country  for 45 
successive days hut not
 
more
 than ISO 
days per 








 English, they 
have Ill months 
to learn in 
order to 
qualify  for 
legali7a-
lion.  
Each panelist questioned 
the fact 
that the INS




"It's like having the 
(Ku Klux 
Klan) in charge of the '60, ciil 
rights  
movement,"  Alvarez 
said. He said he 
would 




con the law 





















 to be 
















screening  and will 
be
 participating. 
Ran Si will also he 
helping  undo-
cumented aliens 








 to the law 
People will be sent 10 the INS \ 




whole  process. I /ia/ said 
Her group will be working mainb 
toward  educating the Minuet mit, 
about 
the 
law's  flaws. 
The 
panelists  stated that the 
INS is 






anteed documented work force. 
The panelists also 
said they do not 
believe
 that the INS
 will keep 
illegal  
aliens' status
 confidential ii they 
do
 not 
qualify. They feared the 
law  will spark 


















 with the Rhythm Wave 




the Creative Source Be an 
earwitness to Spartan Sports and 
get an 
earful of 
fascinating  Affairs 
Stay 








































































































































Bob Reynolds Toyota 







Toyota of San Francisco 







 First Street 
(408)  436-8890 
San 
Jose 


























































































































DOWN  PAYMENT 
Graduates: If you've
 received a verifiable job offer, we 
want  to get you and your new career 
off to a 





















 with two Class





you  can 
buy or lease
 a 




payment  or security   
deposit 
will be required.* What's 
more,  we can even process 









 need a current driver's
 
license
 and proof 
of
 employment or 
job  offer.***
 You may 
find it 
helpful to bring along any 
bank or credit card 
numbers.  Once you're approved,
 you can take 
your choice of the most exciting 
line of new cars and trucks Toyota has ever







 down to 
your participating 
Toyota
 dealer today. Fill out 
an application, and then buy 
or 
lease your new Toyota. Purchase or lease arrangements
 must be completed by June 30,1987 
A new career and a new Toyota. Who Could Ask For Anything More! 
LEASE  
EXAMPLE:  1987 
Standard Bed Truck,
 model 8200, 
based  on 
manufacturer's
 suggested retail 
price.  48 monthly payments






 No further end
-of -lease liabilities,
 except abnor-
mal wear and 
tear  and excess 
mileage.  
No




 is not more 
than the Toyota manufacturers 
suggested
 retail price,  plus the 
cost of factory -installed 
optional 
equipment and 




 8 30 5 00 
Proof 
of insurability required and 
no 
adverse
 credit history 
Employment to begin within 
120 
days of loan 
approval date 
lAmounts  may vary according to 
location,  actual dealer price may 
vary 
Toyota  Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback 











Come in and 
test-









30,1987,  and 
show us your student ID 
card.t t We'll mail you an 




 students with 
valid student 
ID's are eligible 
imit 












Toyota  Standard Bed Truck
 















 while supplies  last 













dealer for your 
free test drive. 
After  your test 
drive,  

































 science fiction 
book sehile
 









 ssith fellou juggling engineering
 












Charles  Bull, 



















is that the job has to be done by this Fri-





 is on 
the 
contract along with those of A.S.
 








contract is unfair. 
There Was ?Weer
 any agreement 
hy Kappa
 Delta to 
race
 them in by 5 
0 M. 
on Friday:* 





 don't make the 
deadline.
 I will extend
 the time 
because
 
it is a long 
job. 
Boothe disagreed 
and said Kappa 
Delta 
understands  the agreement.
 
"If the newsletters are not in 
by.
 5 




 he said. 
Campbell 
said  she believes  her so-
rority can 
get the tob done by 





 Boothe is overly 
concerned about the 
issue  because he is a 
member of Delta 
Upsilon,  the fraternity 
involved 
in
 the affair 
On Monday









Macaracg.  Boothe and  Rick 
homas.  incoming
 A.S. director of 
com-
munity affairs 








fraternity  was to receive $150 
.ind
 Delta Upsilon even 
started
 on the 
project 
Tuesday morning. Boothe said. 
Hut Macaraeg learned 
kappa  Delta 
would  do 
the job for $200,  a savings 
of 
SICK) and
 the sorority's date of finishing 




















 said. "I've edited it and 
laid it out I've missed class 
because
 of 
it. In fact, one of my 
classes is suffering 
because 




story in it,  but that newsletter is 
The last
 A.S. newsletter issued 
came
 out in  the fall of 1986.
 That
 one 
was done iv 
oh
 tvv 0 .S 
directors. Anna-




mer's  worth of
 time 
This one se as not 









'(Boothe)  just assigned
 all facets 
ot 
it to me,'' said 
Macaraeg. 
"Chery  I has done a fine job with
 it. 
but I would 






newsletter  was originally. sup-
posed 
to have been out 
prior  to the A.S. 
general  election held on 
March 25 and 
26. 
But Macaraeg
 once again differed 
with 
timithe's  time 
schedule.  
"I said first week













 did admit that 
the  delay, which arose 
after the newslet-
ter arrived









delay)." she said. "Maybe I was too 
busy or I didn't count on 25.000 newslet-
ters being such a huge project.
 ' 
Macaraeg said she originally in-
tended to distribute the 
newsletters
 
through the mail,  but as it got later in the 
semester, she began thinking about in-




Boothe shot her down on 
this 
plan. 
'He thought that because of 
the Da-




to hair an insert 
for every body 
she  said. "And I 
agreed.' 




ple would ignore it and it would be lit-
tered all over campus and become  
a 





So after being turned down by 
Boothe for this plan,  which would have 
saved money, Macaraeg turned to 
Boothe for help and 
back to the original 
plan of 
mailing
 them out. 
"I talked to him a 
lot of times. but I 










 didn't think there 
was 








of my top priorities.
 As A.S. 
presi-
dent. 1 had a lot of 
responsibilities  and 
projects that I was working on. 
"I felt that Chers
 I should hoe 
taken care of this earlier.' Boothe said.
 
Macaraeg 
attempted to get the 
printer
 to do 
it. Fhiothe 
said.  Hut after 
Is-
suing an initial price to do the folding. 








lice then took up the job, but it became 
THE A S 



















9 PM FRIDAY. 
MAYS
 
ALL AGES WELCOME 
TICKETS
 AVAILABLE AT BASS AND 
STUDENT
 UNK)N BUSINESS 
OFFICE  


























May 9, 1987 





is a Primary 
Healthcare















 in the U.S. Five 




 academic  and clinical  curriculum 
which  can prepare you
 for 
this 
new,  yet 
tradtional 
profession.
 Join us 
for a day of 




























Clinical Scope of TCM in Practice 
Joanna
 
















In an  
effort  to 













urday. but the 
turnout






















said.  "In another








































staff  to 






after  its com-
pletion.  
They 






















 in fall 1988.
 
After the meeting, Johnson
 said that 
since  students have paid 
for the project 
from 
its inception,
 faculty and 
staff  who 
have not contributed






















doesn't have to 
pay."  Johnson said. 
"They.' re getting
 away with a big one.' 
Johnson argued 







 some of the operating 
costs 
when
 the facility opens. 
Student Union Director
 Ron Barrett 
said the 
added fees would not lessen  the
 
30 -year period to pay off the bond 
sales,  
but could be used to 







the "intangible  bene-
fits"
 gained from not 
raising  faculty and 
staff fees 
far outweighed the $19 in-
crease. 
She said she opposed the motion be-
cause it would work




"I think students are 
very aware 
that it's their facility," Chargin 
said, 
The motion to lower
 alumni 
fees 
was in response to the
 failure of the fac-
ulty 
and staff increase proposal. 
Boothe, 
who  had argued in favor 
of 
the increase, told the 
board  he would 
make the 
new  proposal
 if the fee increase 
erm 
(ADInIlcor















 Old & Up $ 











































 to the 
alumni.
 



























 to pay 


























































will house a 5,500 -seat
 
sports






















































 staff and 
alumni 
will pay 
$10  for 10 
admissions.  A 
$28 
option  for the 
entire  semester or 
summer  
session  will be offered. 
All other
 users of the 
facility  will be 
charged






































































































































































































































































































 and not like
 a prison 
where  
you have 
to come in 





















"They had a 
problem  I this 
semester)
 picking  the right size 
of type. With the Mac,  
they can 






properly," Fox said. 
The 









































 P. Fox 
. . new ad 
director  
1985 in the composing room 
and has 
worked with 
Quinton on projects that in-
clude special advertising
 supplements,  
he 
said.  




that  will 
make
























 J. Kaplan 




starts  with a high leser,
 a sore 
throat 
and a 





over the body. It could 
result  in brain in-
flammation, and 
even  death. 
It's not AIDS, 




 is the most contagious 








Service  is sponsor-
ing 
measles





and May 14 
from 2 to 4 
p.m. in the Health
 Center. 
'the vaccine,
 which ordinarily costs 
between 'it 2 to S2Q, is 
free












 which stated that proof of immuni-
zation
 
must he presented 
prior to 
May 
."20, 1987, or grades will be withheld. 









 immunilation and 4.335 
have received the innoculation through 
Student Health 
Service.  About 2.500 
have not
 responded at all. but I.atta said 
2010 of 
those  are incoming 
freshman. 
''That
 leaves about 400 to 500
 peo-
ple that
 need to 
be immunized, or at least 
'how
 proof of immunization." Latta 
said.  















tant,  and two,  
















said  the 




















Health  -X, 


























report  Mini 
the 










were  at 
flostim  I'iii 
sit)  and Northwestern I ersty ii 
Evanston, 111. 
The 
Center for Disease Control 
states  
in












ported for the 
year. At this time last year 
there were 203. 
"The numbers are decreasing,
 but 
many of the people who are
 at risk come 
from foreign 
countries,''  I .atta said.
 
The high risk 








 or who originate from
 another 
country. 
Latta explained children in the 
United States must be immunind before 
elementary school admittance. Many 
foreign 
countries
 do not have 
that re-
quirement.





outside the United States are at risk. Stu-
dents from a foreign country are 
encour-
aged to be immunized,




of students required 








This includes residence hall occu-
pants or those majoring in nursing, di-
etetics, medical technology, student tea-








HARD  WORKERS 
To Fill All Positions. 
No 
Experience  Necessary 
Part
-Time -Walk





































()yr'  urcdit 
vvitti  
ho 















































By Divya Jhala 
Daily staff wnter 
The third 
candidate  for 
academic
 vice president. 
James
 Walker, spoke
 to members 
ot

















California  State 
University  at 
Hayward,  spoke to 
an 
audience of about




 today. solutions to these changes 
and 
his  own 
philosophy regarding 
the AVP's role. 
His  opening statement 









 are looking to 
ad-
ministrators
 for leadership. 
'they're  asking for 
inno-
vative and 




 of  management . Walker
 said. 
"1 think it's 
important. too, 
that








 beciiine too comfortable
 in the 
things they do It 
faculty  and students
 work with 
ad-
ministators. then they would 
remain  alert to the mis-
sion of the 
university.  Walker said.
 









 of us have 
observed.
 The obvious 
one is the 
decline
 in the 
number
 of high school stu-




enrollment  is nation 
w ide   Walker said 



























































World W ar 
tiuisersity curriculums
 are required to 
accom-
modate all 
these changes that 




















courses.  the need 
lo
 
use technology to its lulled 























 is the role 
tor 
the university
 . What are we trying 
to prepare our 
stu-
dents to 














campuses  that hat lust
 tolerated foreign lan 
gnaws.
 
  I have 
a real 
concern
 about unisersay 
students 
who hate .1 
college
 degree 




 and I 
don't mean
 that in 
an elitist 


























































































 attention to 




 a strong 
stance on 
Affinnato  e 
Action. 
"not
 hVcall1e it's the lay,
 but







































 myself to 
suc-
cessfully 



















Before you burn out on 
studying, pick up 
the 
phone and call Domino's
 
Pizza.
 In just 30 minutes 
we'll deliver hot, 
delicious  

































































 only. 1 I 











































Bottles  75C 
Save 20%
 on a 















































1909 Tully Rd.  




































 result of Ford's 
worldwide  
resources
 and engineering 
expertise,  
Festiva
 was first 
introduced in Japan.  It was 
an 
immediate  sales success. 
And  an immediate
 




car  that 
offers
 quick, maneuverable, state-of-the-art fun. 
FESTIVA.
 THE FUN STARTS AT 
SrPeri r And it includes front
-wheel  drive. A 1.3 liter 
e) I l)t). 4 -cylinder
 engine. Power front -disc brakes. Radio. 
Rack  and pinion steering. High -back cloth bucket seats. 
Split fold -down rear seats. Side window demisters. 
And lots more. 
All standard. Or you may choose 
Festiva LX, which includes things like a 5 -speed manual 
transaxle. Tilt steering column. Electronic AM/FM 
stereo. Dual electric remote control mirrors. Rear window 
defroster. And 
more.  All for 
$6,868.  
Phone (Sticker prices exclude title, destination charges and 
taxes. Aluminum wheels shown, $396 extra.) 
i) 
FESTIVA. A WORLD OF ROOM INSIDE. 
Festiva's hatchback 
design has 98.4 cubic feet of interior space. 
Which means Festiva is not only handy for
 carrying people and cargo, but is actually 
roomier inside than many cars that are 
larger  on the outside. 
Festiva. Big inside. Small outside.
 And fun all over. It's a whole new 
kind 
of Ford. And a whole new way to greet the street. 






 all new 1987 Ford cars with a 6-year/60,000-mile
 
warranty on major powertrain
 components. Restrictions and deductible apply. 
See your 
Ford





















































































































































 has an 
outstanding 
acadernIc




























US Join us lor  







9. 9AM - 
4PM.
 200 7th Avenue.
















 growth as Volunteer 
N.
 



















tors.  grad & unenvied Expel, 
ence from clerical
 to post -grid, 
intro-loNeroverl
 WE NEED YOU 
Near campus ICEF PO Boa 
952.0 J 95106.





 PI AN 
Enroll now'
 Save your teeth. eyes 
and money too For information 
and brochure see A S Ont. or 
call 
(408)  371.6811 
AUTOMOTIVE 






offer Call 2347724 





 rack Call 
2744105  eves .$1500 bo 










WE SELL IBM COMPATIBLE 
com 
puler XT complete system for 
$570, 
AT complele system tor 
51195 PC-COM. computer 6 se -
cease.. 404 S 3rd 
St
 . corner of 
San  Salvador, 2951606 We
 
cc -
.pt  Visa or MC 
FOR 
SALE 






CREATE  YOUR own living 
& sleeping space with our tutons. 
pillows,
 8 frames Customs Fu-
tons & Pillows Plus,
 900 S Win-
chester Blvd (brewn Moorpark  & 
WIlllems)San 
Jose
 296-6161 10., 
Discount  on futons* ad 
RESEARCH PAPERS 15.276 Ave', 




gel/5.90025 TOLL -FREE HOT 
LINE 
800-351-0222..t  33 VIS-
A 
MC or COD 
SONY PORTABLE 
RAW TV w coos 
as
 fin 
$99 VHS movies tectory 
copies $10 ea Call 2989428 
YOU 
CAN  OWN A NEW GRAND 
DELTA 
10
-speed  for less 
than 
$415
 MHC Bicycle Sales otters 
low-cost transport/Mon needs for
 
Ike
 student All eat.. flnal
 30 cloy 
guarantee 
Days 942-7736, Eves 
293-4780 ask for Joe 
HELP WANTED 
AFTER 
SCHOOL SUPERVISION" Inv 
replete
 need 3 15pm to 6 
15prn 





 CRUISEL INF S HIRING'
 
Summer 
Career' Good Pay 
Travel 
Call  for guide cassette. 
nemsservIce.
 (9161944-4444 .20 
BANKING 
TELLERS   
Full and part -lime position. OWN 




 previous cashiering 
te 
pen... 
with  customer contact 
or teller experience a plus,  
good 
communication
 and customer 
service 
skills, light typing end 10-
key skills required
 We encourage 
you 






 9 AM -4 PM 
GI 
ENDAL  E 
FEDERAL








COSMETIC  Set 
ES
  E C.A 
Inc 









events  In 





































































 Per month Pen inn. 
52000-$6000
 
tulI Ilme  
Call  
Mike  at 
354-7629 
EARN 

































































 P 0 
Rot 
24,  
Castel,  Ca 91310 
ENCYCl 
OPEDIA  SALES'




























cell Mr Need 











































































































































































































57 hr close 




ACCEPTING  Alen 
!CATIONS  for 




 promotional op 
potholer... Representatives from 
Price 
Club  will be on campus in 





 TIME RETAIL NFL
 P" 
National Min preparing 















 per wit equal
 $470 No 
cep is neNte 
because
 of our In 









 plus Some evening 8 week-
end
 positions 
are svelte., & 
some flexibility Is allowed
 during 
final 
exams  In 
addffion.
 If you 




 ere nos, 
sIble & you 
may sem 2.3.4 cred-
it. 
tin or 






 breaks, toil rime work is avail
 
Call
 today for info
 Len
 Interviee.  
or call
 Mon .Fri - 
between roams
 
2pm 977-0666 If the
 11. Is busy. 
please be patient
 
& try again 'An 
equal opportunity company' 
PART TIME JOBS" We mantel auto 
club 
memberships for the 
mercy 
oil compantes Pad -lime easy 
hours,  
weekly  psych.. $7 to 
515 hourly





 resume R C SMITH 
CORP
 , 2474570 
PART TIME SALES' 
Resume end pil-
ing service. secellent 
commis-
sions Bay
 Areas most 
xperi-
enced Student
 discounts Career 
Canter at 243-4070 
PIANIST 
WANTED!' Dynamic versatile 
ex p Able to play rag 
to rock. olo 
Ncomp
 for 
the OPRY HOUSE 
bawdy 
vaudevlie  show 
Thur.  
eves & peas 
















for summer & 
fall
 Call 280-07011 
San Jos 
 finest
 athletic club has 
ft pt 
openings












part time,  





Apply  in person 







 RECEPTION all 
shins  ft pi 
55-56 hr to short 














LOOKING tor  summer IN?
 Do 
you Ilk*
 kids, How about 
LAKE 
TAHOE? 
I ate need counselors 
for




2774965  for 
more
 info 
STUDENT  JORS. 
Come  to Director  
Office 
on upper 
floor In Student 
Union or cell 277-3222 
STUDENTS' MANY
 LONG term & 
short term











































 Flee al 963 4900 
SUMMER




 Dept UM 
guards 
swim instructor 6 
22-6-21 
3040 hrs
 eh APPI Y 




START  TODAY, 
full pen time 
Eerie. hours
 
54 hr to stan commission & 
bonus
 A netional carpel 
cleaning  
company le looking for enthieles-
tic persons lo help espand 
Its Bay 
sree operation Call now 94E-
0720 
TELEMARKETING'  START TODAY' 
Work In 
 friendly atmosphere 
We wIll train you to make top 
Earn
 
$S 25 hour plus bonuses 
and nightly 
Incentive. We want 
moth/Wed. enthusiastic p.p. 




 10 to 3pm 
WIN  




Cell  378-3382. selt 
for KIM 
TOI FRIDAY  
RESTAURANT now hir, 








None Rd CupertIrm 
TRAVE1 



















9711  for detail. 
617N
 11111
 St , San 
JONI 
WNTD CIJ to 













 ONI v 
for  f AL t 87 
in 
STUDENT 















Jose Slate rot 




















Shared  or 
single
 rooms




























 555 S ath St 
8610w. deposit 415-364,1259 
STUDIO 
APT. 2 miles NORTH of ea 




dy bdne for 
one) Call 288 
6847 275-9509 or 
1 600-874-8200 
Also need part -lime
 manager  
stoning In 
May 




b 2 full 




sun neck. bbq 
eras,  ml 
e.o.m.
 oven $675 filo E Wil 
Nem 
4th
 St. 354.1104 
SUNNYVAlE 
ROOM






 15 min to 








DECORATOR  APARTMENT. 
CONDO style. 1 bedroom 
Avail  
e bb 





 Must be financially 
re-
apOnclble.















FOUND   
S50





 Son Carlos 









THE  BLACK AND 
WHITE 
BALL 





Cinderella weekend Now 
how 
can we lop it? L000, STACY
 
CONGRAT 







glad u made it' 
We 
luv 


























Insights into life 
dynarn
 






 a Pro 
tessional Psychic
 Consultant and 
',nolo.,
 since 1970 
and  use 
vast
 stray or techniques in serv 
ing 
you A stogie 
session  does 
the lob -amazingly  rapid.
 @fictive 
and practical 
S75  hr. $45 30 
min 
References Carol Willie M A 
Call 
(408)
 734-9110 for appointment
 or 









man Want to establish  lasting 






outTTT Come to the only floala 
rIum In Northern California Snag 
Inc yourself
 floating on a 30.. so 
line solution 
Your
 body forgets 
the water The
 muscles that 
usually  hold you agoinst gravity 
can now Let Go' The experience 
ie 
Illie 
floating  in space 
Results,  
Total muscular relasetIon 
You 
come  awey from the experNnce 
feeling
 you ye been vacationing 




still.  as  first 
lime floater 
call
 for an appoint -
men' end
 bong this ad for  
discount
 a Host for 130 TRAN 
OUR ITT PLACE, 445 Weshington
 
St . Santa Clara. Ca (408) 243-
7200 
















dancing,  holiday 
celebrations 
For 





YOU  ARE PREGNANT end consid
 











ing All calls 
confidential, ea 
panties
 related to 
pregnancy  to be 
discussed 
INSTANT CREDIT'.
 NO credit crack' 
No 
interest charges'








catalog.  VCR s trettery 
and  
more
 FREE information plea. 
write National Home
 Shoppers, 
Box 90359. San 
Jose,  Ca 95109 
MONICA" HAPPY 
ANNIVERSARY'All  
of my LOVE. 
KEITH  
PENPALS FOR GROWN-UPS avail 
able reforldwkle 
Details
 from PEN 
SOCIETY. (C 16) Cheney. Lancs,  
England 
REM EUROPEAN BREAKTHROUGH 
hair skin
 care is sun & neglect 
aging 
you prematurely, Check 
this self done, unadvertised, non 





never Old I thin. 
Id
 heer you say It EN 
comeback if 
you'N take me to the GREEK FES-
TIVAL after fleets! Ed May 72nd. 
10.4.
 Se 23rd, 
10-10 Sun 
Noon- tOPM Great GREEK 
food. 
musk. sweets. & dance 12E0 
D evi. SI nr Hwy 17 bent The Me-
na.







2770 Your SUGAR 
I IPS' 
SOMETHING
 THAT ACTUALLY 
WORKS,"  He'll always put the 
seat 
down Nth a 
POTSTICKER  
Send $750 to 
OK Productions,  
PO 
Roe  360190,




SPERM DONORS of all re 
tenant*. CaN 








 CO1 FOE OF 
CHIROPRACTIC -Weal is currently 
peeping patents for FREE Nr-




 if you 
nava 
had
















































 and gel 



















































FE 5  IF s is 
that ELECTRONIC DE-
SIGN PROJECT doe 
and you have 
no 
respire.  
tor Ideas or what to 
bulld7 SHI Electronks
 is com 
milled to 
ofer  low coal consul, 
ing 
needs  for the student Call 
days 




 YSIS CLINIC" UN 
WANTED 
HAIR
 removed forever 
Contldential 335 S Beywood
 
Ave 




KEYS MADE.  
LOCKOUTS 





stalled,  master keying 
Call  9 00 















 for senior 










Jose All work 
guaranteed  




 sources of grants 
scholarships  loans Guaranteed 
minimum GI 




sources  .1 
14151651
 
4559  eller 5prn.weetrends 
PROFESSIONAL  DISC JOCKEY by 
Desiree Michel,
 formerly of KSJS 
You've got 
the  party we  got 
the music' Michel PrOduCtIOnt 
provides   wide varlety of music 
tor 
your
 wedding, party, or dance 
at reasonable
 rates Call Desiree 







a &Jar grad Cherish 





8 x 10 




call  Pour 
SmIth 
Photogrephy  at 758.1379 
RESUMES"
 fliotinctlye end Proles-




lions In  
way that .1s you the 
lob I. env quality laser printing 
Cover  letters and envelopes
 also 
mall Reasonable
 rates Student 
discounts Call 




WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK 
KUIIRIAN  Distinctive porneture 
tee a NnsitIve touch 
A vinery 
of packages lo choose from, all 









EDGEARLE in typing h a t , t  lops
 
trust Tony 296-2087 
Thanks 




turnaround  All work guar 
Need 
Thanks  
AAAAH  PERFECTION' t 
*SFR 
PRINTER  lypeN1 gustily output 
Word processing alt.
 best Have 
done 
own nesters 
thesis  Expert 
@need in resumes,
 letters, theses. 
professional





small or too 
large 
Reasonable  Call 






























from  campus 
Words 
and 
More (Pamela) 923-7610 
A 
REST  PAPER 




















word processors,  
dependable.
 
lost  end evellable


















110 NOY 10 
WOW new 








































rislY CAM 4010 WM*
 
0, OIM rotes 
grew 
sit Nes ArAYSTEP 
Name




































































snows  tree 
fthw. 



































i4 Mg5 na,), 





- a .. 
. 































c......., NAVE A 























































MoUSR-  TINS 
u 
/ , 



















ceasing  Service 
oilers  quality, 
gusenteed














 Cell PJ at 
923-2309 
ACADEMIC 










(and group proukti 
welcome  
Free 
spell  check and 
disk storage 
Esperienced
 Meats and 
public. 
lion typist





cessing  instruction 
meltable RIO 



































APA format,  
term paper. Meals
 wel 


























A.PLUS TYPING 17 years
 esperionce 
1 2 














 55 Avelleble 
seven days 
 week Cell 
Torn  at 292-4096 



















































 THE MIDNIGHT OIL? 
Two 
linger typing




Gall  at A WORD OR 
TWO  for 
quality typing of reports and 
theses 
297 8442,  If no answer 
please leave message 
COIL I INTO FOR PROFESSIONAI 





APA  specialty Quick return on 
all papers All 
work  guaranteed 
Per 
page  and 
hOurly  
rates Alma 
den Branham area Free disk sior 





FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING' 
All types of papers, all lengths 
St
 60 page 
typing
 6 spellIng.dou 
ble space 51 85 
page
 typing 6 
full proof...ding 
Campbell  wee 
local 
pickup  & delivery 066-6960 
DAYSTAR SECRETARIAL Profes 
atonal student typal and skilled 
word processor Dependable end 
test'
 Perfect linIshed OO<Urnen. 
from Weer 
winter no typos 
whileoul. etc I
 
St SO per page 
Call 







 Cell 10 reserve lime 
for your 







































































 rienuseripts  (books
 ant 
eke shod stores) transcription 
FREE
 SPELCHEK.
 copy edit 
111 re-
quested). proof. Pec atop. 
Stu-
dent faculty discounts (Pick 
turnaround
 Santo Clara 24E-
5875 
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
 for your 
Nademic
 
business,  legal word 
processing needs Term pacers. 
reports,
 resumes, cover 
letters.  
group
 protects,  manuels,
 theses,  
dissertation.. etc All 
academic  
'runlets APA Free 
disk slim 
age SPELCHEK p II d 
gremmar




 quick & 
dependable service at AFFORD 
RI F RTES". Call Pam 
et 247 
2681 (Santa Clara) Further say 
ings
 with referral 
discounts'  
GT WORD PROCFS Term pepers 
theses manuals,  tape trans re-
sumes free disk storsge Student 
ales  Fast trnrnd 271 
9186  
PROCESS IT WRITE Esc 
le a d al 
dents can rely on accurate 
timely production of newsletters 
reports resumes,  publIcelons,  
manuscripts,  correspondence. 
etc Will 
aid In grammar spelling -





Pamela at 780-1821 















SIONAL typing a,,d huSinhay 
services







ENTERPRISE  PROFFES 
SIONAL
 typing A business serv 








PUBLICATIONS  offers 
quality
 pilling 
typtng  services. 
word processing 135105 turn-
around 
Reasoneble rates Coil! 
257-4333  or vls11 at 4255 WIleame 





help,  Call SOS ' Word Pew 














PholoNples  choice of paw 
EllperenCerd
 Yet Immense. 





Santa Clara arN Ceti Patti at 246-
S633 
TYPING
 $200 me. resume 
55
 & Op. 
minimum 
charge 55 We 
use  IN& 
compatible. WOrditlat word 
pEo-
c.a..' and lettrn 
quality  printer 




One block Rare 
campus 
Call
 295 1606 
WORD 
EXPERTISE
 Word Proc.eleg 
thesis disprellon manuscript.: 








reports,  elc Students.
 faculty 
? est,
 accurate Convenient lobe 
lion




















mass  melting. 
S pell 
























 'Mune& publia 
flans. manuscrtpls 629-1346 ' 
ZEE s 
TYPING  AND SECRETARINL 
SERVICES Fast. Pewee 
week  





In the Riots., HIE sap. 
Teresa
 area 
Call 365-1012  
Ad 
Rates  
Minimum three lines on one day 
One
 Two 




















































































Lost 8 Found 
Computers
 
Print Your Ad Here 
(Count

















Address    PhOne  






























































H. Nakano Glenn P. Sugihara 











































































Lunch  11 30-2 00 
Dinner
 5 00-9 30 
230E Jackson 





























 Jackson St 





















































































 N. 6th St 
279-9920
 Closed Wed 













GUARANTEED  WATCH REPAIRING
 
JACKSON












 210 E. 
Jackson St. 
and Thursdays 

















































































Thursday, May 7, 1987
 
'Pat, can I buy





By Deborah). Kaplan 
Vanna
 
speaks . . . but does shc 
think? 
Just when you thought it was safe 
to walk into 
a local bookstore, Vanna 
Pages
 
White, that little darlin' of "Wheel of 













family and career (?) She talks about 
her humble beginnings in North Myr-
tle Beach. South Carolina. She 
talks  
about how she has finally 
"made  it" 
in Hollywood. She talks 
about  life. 
In the first 
chapter she discusses 
everything
 from her sleeping habits to 
how to crochet an afghan. She tells of 
her 
love  for her cats and cinnamon -
spiced coffee. She writes about her 
eating habits - she never eats break-
fast  and the eight questions most 
frequently asked by her adoring fans. 
Other important information is 
Vanna wears a perfect 
size
 five, 
which she calls "handy." She was 
born in 1957 and her skin varies from 
dry to slightly oily. 




 great thing about clothes 
is that when worn 
properly,  they en-
hance
 your best features and draw at-
tention away from those you're not so 
happy  about." 
Thanks. Vanna. That's a good 
piece of advice. 
"I know the press suggests that I 
made it on looks alone and that 
clothes are what matters most to me. 
That couldn't be further from 
the 
truth. I believe that success  in any-
thing  depends on who, not what, 
you are. More than that,











and  having a dream." Van-
na's dream is to star in a Woody Allen 
movie 
Is





who  turns letters on "Wheel of 
Fortune?"
 
Not  only does Vanna give good 
advice, 
but  she also made sure to in-
clude two
 (count 'em) color 
photo  
sections. 
Some  pictures are of her 
as a 
youngster, in her first formal, 
that sort 
of thing. Most of 
the  photos are of the 
present-day Vanna.
 Vanna at home. 
Vanna with her 
boyfriend.  Vanna and 
her cat. 




 as a model in Atlanta. 
She  
claims  her best features are 
her  legs,  
hands and hair. 
She did a lot 
of catalogue and 
commercial work,
 and  then she de-
cided 
to
 make the big move to Holly-




 years when 
Mery  "Game 
show God" Griffin 




 turned letters 
the 
best. 
Since then her career
 has taken 
off. As Pat Sajak writes in the 
forward  
"Like Garbo and
 Cher,  she only 
needs one 
name: Vanna. 
Vanna has had 
her share of skele-
tons in her 
closet.
 The most publi-
cized has
 been the "Playboy" photos. 
When Vanna 
first  arrived in Los An-




 says her 
job  has 
enabled
 
her to do 






 she has gotten lots 
of 
offers,  but she
 will only 
endorse 
products 
she really uses 
and  believes 
in. She
 eats at 









 she has been 
using  Ruf-
Puf s for 
years.  
That's 
comforting.  For 
a moment 





Dinner With The Browns and 
Swing Party will perform
 Saturday. at 
TALIIIiCS
 in the El Pasco 
De
 Saratoga 
Shopping Center. Call 379-5690 for 
information. 
   
Square Roots will play
 the Spar-
tan Pub 
Wednesday at 8 to II p.m. 




8 p.m. at the Spartan Pub 
next 
Thursday. Call Michael 
Smith  at 272-
6909 for information. 
   
Michael Hedges
 and Michael 
Manrig will perform 
May 16 at the 
Cabaret in 
San Jose. Call 246-0841 
for 
information.  
   
An exhibition of drawings 
and  
prints by 
Betty  Bates and I.inda 
Benjes
 will be shown from noon to 4 
p.m. May 15 at the Downtown
 Gal-
lery. Call 741-1908 
for  information. 








 in San 
Fran 
cisco
 on May 










 is an arts/entertainment
 
guide
 that appears each 











Sections  Manager 
Jeff Rausis 
Cover Photo by Joe Gosen 
Highway 
280,  deemed the world's
 most beautiful freeway,
 
winds  its way through







 cards are a way of 
life. When it is 
hard to find 
time to write letters, sending 
cards is 
an
 easy way to express how 
one 
feels. 
The newest from Hallmark 
"When -You -Care -Enough
-to-Send -The 






the silly to straightforward prose. 
There are cards for every 
occasion: for someone joining the 
military service, getting a new 
job,
 
getting a divorce, having twins, the 
death of a pet, getting a driver's 
license and getting braces. 
Thc  newest selection of 
cards  
include: 
A drawing of a woman 
with a dreamy look in her eyes asks, 
"How do I love thee?" 
Inside. 
"Don't ask me  
I'm still stuck on 
why."  
Rhett Butler saying,. 
"Frankly,  
Scarlett. . I don't give a gift. 
A picture of a shirtless muscular 
man playing strip poker. Inside it 
reads, "Sometimes winning isn't 
everything." 
One pastel card 
in handwritten 
script read.. "I 
1n-1,1,-i-stand  v..1. 
you're so cautious
 just now. Trying 
again and trusting again arc 
always a 
risk. . But I just 
want
 you to know 
that I'm going to work 
very  hard to 
prove that I'm a risk worth taking."
 
hink 




 is always 
looking for new writers, said Rachel 
Bolton, a 
representative  from the 
product
 information 




writers  are asked to 
send in 10 original 
pieces of greeting 
card copy and resume
 to: Creative 
Recruiting  Manager. 
PO
 Box 419580, 
Mail Drop 112. Hallmark Cards, 
Kansas




 humorous or serious,
 or both. 
You may be a good writer,
 but 
the skills have to be appropriate to 
what Hallmark is looking for, Bolton 
said, 
Just because you are turned 
down by 
Hallmark  doesn't mean you 
are not a good 
writer, she added. 
It 
takes creativity





have to be able to 












 find out 
what  a father
 
would  like 
to see, she 
said. 
"They may
 not be in love, but 
they 
have
 to imagine 
what
 it is like to 
write 













the cover, a 
sexy woman 
says. "I 
want  you to plant 
your seed 
very  deep . . 
." Inside: . 






in love with brick-
layers: 
"Please  stop 
building  walls 
between us." 
A card with a group of people 
screaming, but  the cartoon bubble 
above them is empty. Inside: -fake 
off those damn headphones!'' 
OK. it isn't the very best 
one can 
send
 to family and friends. I better 
stick to 
sending greeting cards written 
by 
other  people. 
Editor's 
note:  This is the last 
Entertainer 
section
 for the Spring 
semester.  Remember to take 
aim  
and shoot straight for 







































































































leif  I " 
Rot




















































































































 tnif 1.11r. Fob' 
leattert
 on That fat goy on  
the 










































 Iv ith electric neon 
tubing  at Friday's concert. 
song as he glares















Heavy metal mayhem ripped 
through the Spartan Stadium Friday 
night with a night of four metal greats. 






 a night -long 
!cession of metal rock. 
Iron Maiden exploded onto the 
stage with flames.
 firework explo-
sions. neon and smoke, and delivered 







Two Minutes 'To 
Midnight." the band excited and elec-
trified  the crowd,  as 
lead singer Bruce 
Dickinson ran around 
the stage. 
reaching
 for the audience








with hair to his 
waist and screaming 
vocals, but his stage presence
 was an 




 from the 
band's 















such  as 











did  not. He enliv-
ened 
them  without 
provoking 
them. 
With such an 
elaborate stage  
of 
backdrops,  neon 
lights, 
fireworks,  












































































 the I 3
-minute  song 





song,  the stage 
liter-
ally 






 The "ship 
galley"  of a stage 
rumbled
 and crumbled
 in great 
theat-
rical 









theatrics  and 
music.  
Dickinson 
returned  to the 
stage,
 
welcoming  the 
crowd to  the
 second 



















solos,  "Eddie." 
a 13 -
foot
























album,  but also performed the 
powerful, 
"Number









 from young children to 
the older metalheads. Many seemed to 
have attended just to hear the bands 
play, 
sitting in the stands and groov-
ing to the 
music.








The audience seemed to be 
heavy  




loyalties  to other rock bands
 and 
even Mickey Mouse. 
The 
stadium
 green was three-
quarters packed and the seating was 
more than half filled. As in most gen-
eral -admission concerts, the closer 





At least twice,  a medical 
stretcher was needed to carry out fans, 
one












































































you're  at 
the 

















































By Mark Foyer 
Attention 
all  fans of comedy. 
Three headlining
 stand-up comics are 
coming to SJSU
 for a show 
tomorrow  
night. Hold on 
to
 your funny bones. 
Steven 
Kravitz.  Tree and Bob 
Rubin will be 
performing  at Morris 
Daily  Auditorium at 
It p.m. 
Each comic 




























as an improv 
artist. Rubin 
is just an off-the-wall comic 
" 
Kravitz has performed in night-
clubs  
in New York,  
Boston.  San 
Fran-
cisco and Los 
Angeles.  




Store in Los Angeles." 
Dcpper said. 
"He also worked in the 
San Francisco 
Underground."  




 five movies. 
including  
"Peggy








blinked  in 'Howard 
the 
Duck.'  you 
missed  seeing 
Steven."  
Depper
 said. "He 
had one 
line:  'Who 












ago  with one 
goal  in mind. 
He wanted 














 nobody like 
Rubin." 
In addition 
to his nightclub 
acts.  
Rubin





























this is a good bargin. 
"All 
three  perform 
usually  head 
line








"For 55,  a student 
gets 
three  top 
notch  comics. 
Normally,  for just 
onc  
comic,  




club with a two
 drink minimum " 


















I Ist.. & I hut 
Semolor eel p.m. 
Fri.& Set. 





















For  One Tickets
 to laugh valid 
Tueid&os
 through I hursdos
 
with
 thi,  
mingle! r coimaindiaremainsit /ire
 Inesio0.141:1;ierii.........iktmo 





















 is often 
nothing  more 
than a tangled
 mess
 of vehicles filled with 
irate drivers
 seething with 
frustration. 
Driv-
ing can be a 
totally obnoxious 
experience  if 
one  happens to be on 
the road during the 
rush 
hour. 










 is a part of 
the hustle. 
Why  the 
builders
 of 280 




 that is 
highly  efficient





 and San 
Francisco. 
yet 








 the traffic 
here in the 
valley, is a 
mystery to 
many.  The 
fact
 is the 
stretch
 of 280 that
 runs through
 Santa Clara 
valley  is totally 




 it carries. 
But ah, there is a 
respite
 available to 
drivers who must travel up the 
peninsula. 
Those who are tired of playing bumper cars 
and whose voices are hoarse front yelling at 
other 
drivers can relax once they escape the 
valley.  




winds  its way 
through
 the 













 a vista 
point 
off  of the 
highway. 








out.  Front 
there to Daly 
be
 clear sailing,  free sit the cm 
typifies other highways in this ar 
The journey up the peninsu 
enjoyable
















case w ith 










way.  past picturesque woods', 
time of year 
the  road is lined wt 
crs,
 creating a blanket






280 cuts a swath that leases 




on the ocean side. Sonic
 



















































igni/ing  it 
ghwa
 It 

















f the most 





tiered manner, with one side of the road built 
lower than the other side,  thus seperating the 
traffic flow to create a safer and more attrac-
tive thoroughfare. 
This road is 
dotted  
with  vista 
points that 
afford either a view of the bay and the urban 





bounty that the highway cuts through. 
Highway 280 is also known as the Juni-
per') Serra highway. Father Juniper() Serra. 
who helped establish the California mission 
system, is immortalired by a statue at one of 
the vista points. 
Crystal Springs Reservoir. located just 
past the statue of Father Serra. is a 
large  
body of water from which San Francisco
 de 
rives drinking water. When the dam was 
built, the cement used in its construction had 
to be shipped from around Cape Horn, at the 
tip of South 
America.  
Highway 280.  which 
creates
 a loop 
from 101 in San Jose back to 
101 again in 
San 
Francisco.
 is a 
study
 in 
contrasts.  Busy 
and congested at either
 end. its main stretch 
is a plet..arz.
 drive,
 with a view and a de-
sign that 
make  it a
 
worths recipient of the 
designation as the world's










 the scenic 
route  of 
Highway
 280. 





 Road MT 




 their training. 
  























































to San Jose, 
he
 will surely 
raise a 
glass 
















































































fire.  put 






















































inking ssell as a it:am
 
we 
sander. Rob I _angeder and 
Demetrius,  
Mike Huckaby. Both men  
hang their 
arms like apes. tongues out and trail 
Helena, Allude Paterson. 
Balancing the lovers, is a partic-








tlys  in the
 air to attack 
Helena  who 
has stolen 




 particularly creative stage 
radiates 
pure  fantasy. Two large 
trees. 
and a 
mystical  dark green 
background
 
serve as a fluttering
 land for fairies. 
Not 
only  are the lovers making 
fools 
of themselves, but the 
king  of 
the fairies, Oberon. played by Kurt 
Meeker. plays a joke on his queen, Ti-
tania. 


















first thing she spies is an 
ass.
 




 not flinching a 
smile as she dotes on 
with  animal at-
traction













 to perform 
a play to 
honor
 the marriage 
of








 an excellent job 
using crafty 
street -smarts. He encour-_ 
ages Francis Flute to dress
 up like the 




weaver  to play a gallant knight. 
Making 
a hilarious mess out of 
the love story. 
MacDougall  and San-
chc7 provide overly 
dramatic  slapstick 
perfomances. 
In 
the play, Pyramus 
thinks
 a 
lion has killed his beloved Thisby. 
Pyramus. 
MacDougall stabs himself. 
giving an excellent
 portrayal of the 
man who won't die. 
"Thus die I thus,  thus, thus.
 
Now am I dead.". All is quiet  
then MacDougall
 rises.' Now am I 
fled. . . Now die,  die,  die,
 die, 
die." 












 the ground. 
audience
 roars to Sancher's
 
lines, "Asleep
 my love?" Touching
 
him, "What dead, 



















audience  in 
humor.  









"A Midsummer Night's Dream" 
is playing 
tonight
 through Saturday at 















































































































 FOR SHOWTIMES 














 of "A Midummer Night's
 Dream." 
Kool and the Gang 
play steaming songs 
By 








 top 40 



















and  the 
Gang?  
Well,  if 
you
 answered















































 moving to the 
beat
 in mid -50s
 temperatures.
 
And while they did 
play most 











Stuff"  from their "Wild and
 
Peaceful" album in 1973, some of 





 can't really blame
 
them. It would be 
like trying to 
fault Robert Frost
 for not reciting 




















 a song that.
























drew  squeals from the women in 





 steps that shows the 
did 
their  musical homework.
 
However,  it was 
disappoint-
ing that they 
did not sing 
"Cele  
bration:'
 their hit that has 
become  
a favorite theme
 song for countless
 
events,
 stadiums and 
sports teams.
 
After performing the 
song. 
'Let's Go 
Dancing'   to the delight 
of its many 
followers
 young and 
old, 
five





 with lavish gangstet
 
garb  to perform the hit   Misled ' 
Taylor. dressed in a
 
bright. 
redsuit,  and four of 
the
 others 
dressed in black. 
%linked around 




ended the night with their
 latest cut 
from  the "Forever" 
album.  "Vic-
tory,"  which is 
fast  becoming an-
other 
in the long line of Rool and 
the
 Gang's institutional hits. 
While 
a lot of their hits 
do
 
seem to have the
 same disco beat 
to them,





It is a 
luxury,  for instance,
 to 
be able to have
 a four -man 
brass  
section, and
 a good one
 at that. 
And  if the 
dancing
 crowd at 
the 










chillin   . 
Thursday.























the  mere 
constraints of 
dance  
by fusing elements of theater
 into her 
one woman tour
 de force. 
Beal becomes a performance 
art-
ist more 































































 as the 
curvature









 was, in 
ef-
fect, a 
play  in 
three
 acts. 




 she creates 
on stage. 
is lilt I, 
smistantl) 
Ittggeis








segment of the perfor-
mance she is 
alone on stage,
 but she 
crowds the 
desolate  space 




 echo in the
 
background.
 She is 
dressed
 in a busi-










make the stage 
unbearably 
small.  
Space  is 
everywhere,
 yet there 
is no 







 No place. 
But she
 breaks
 free and 
tosses
 





suit. She flies 
away.  With the softii, 
and 
rhythm
 of movement that has
 
given 
the art form such 
grace and 
beauty, she creates on stage one 
of the 
most 
beautiful  scenes of the perfor-
mance.  
Heal is no stranger to the perfor-
mance stage. She has 
created  and per-
formed
 more than 60 dance
 and the-
ater pieces since striking out on her 
own in 1971. Prior to that she 
was pan 
of the Nikolais 
Dance 'theater. 
She 




the U.S.. Can -
'Nylons' bring back 
early





By Jeff Goularie 
If you like the 
so Llic Ie Ii rig ,I 
nostalgia, The Nylons have produced 
an album which realistically
 captures 
the innocence of early '60s easy -lis-
tening music. There are no screaming 
Tracks
 
guitars or shrieking 
vocalists  to be 
found on their first album entitled 
"Happy Together." 
Instead, this 
Canadian  band has 
blended soft, introspective
 harmonies 
with just a hint of background percus-
sion,
 








To like this album, most people 
would  





consciously tell them to despise this 
"weird"
 music. After all, there arc 







especially in the 
'80s? 
Yet, after listening to the first 















The album's concept of strictly 









 lyrics and 
blaring 
gutiars  is generally 
the for-








Morrison  and 
Peter
 












part, however,  it 


























How could this  be 
called  
music, especially in 
the  
80s? 
"Chain  Gang," a Sam Cooke tune. 




 people only know
 
the re-
frain  Na. Na. Na.
 Her. Her, Hey. 
Goodbye 
 a popular fan 
chant  at the 
end 
of
 any sporting event where 
the 
home team has won. 
Most of the tunes
 arc love songs,
 
which helps 
explain why the 
harmonic 
approach works. 
















































































We don't know what's in (tor,  
today/
 We could 
spread 
our  wings and 
sour
 away Or we could go like the di-


























































atla and I-urope V. iii









 may be her 
wit
 and humor. In a dance she 
calls.  
"Mysterious  Harricades or the Plot 
Without  Thickener,- she sets 
her  
comic sights on a park bench. 
Seated next to a man 
reading  a 
newspaper,
 dressed in bag lady garb, 
she 
prepares  a meal of canned spa-
ghetti heating the meal with a lighter. 























 most evocative of all 
the 
performances.
 It is 
surreal. 
"Fields 





 old and 
new,  that at first seem 
disjointed.  But 
there
 is a rhythm that 
binds them to-
gether.  Almost effortlessly 
she 
bridges
 from one place 
to another with 
he, gra": ot 
Beal is beautiful. Tall and 
supple, her long brown hair 
drapes
 her 
back to her waist and
 languishes be-
hind her as she creates movement
 on 
stage. Beal performs with a humor  
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Ilitirmlay, May 7, 1987 
The Kingpins 
party  













 of mayhem, 
the Kingpin% 
know 






















hons weekly Tv talent show. 
Last fall. the San 
Jose -based live 
five 




 Mellberg. 21. upright 
bass; Craig Ramsay. 
26, drums; Gary 
Suydam, 22, piano; and 
Kevin  
Wright. 22. vocals and guitar -- ter-
rorind the Los 
Angeles  Hilton. 




 booty was slapped 
on the 
Kingpins' snare
 drum, he sure to tune 
in to Sunday's semifinals 
and the May 
17 finals.
 
Locally, the hand has been
 
banned
 from opening for a 
whole  slew 
of artists,
 getting the 
crowds too ex-
cited and sometimes taking the audi-
ence 
home
 when they 
leave.
 
Three of the 
Kingpins  have at-
tended 
SJSU. Wright quit to he 
a full-
time writer, Suydam 
 proudly  
dropped out. and Ramsay 
graduated  
with a 
degree in industrial 
engi-
neering.  
The epitome  of 
cool,  Helardes, 




his arm, said "I sleep till 








 has come up 
with  a 
creative
 way to 
literally




described  using 
safety belts 








The songs, the loves,  the
 women 
and the myth. 




 are all included in the 
Kingpin
 theme asylum. 
Those interested





in the hotel. 
read 
on,  
Well,  we had Ramsay and Suy-
dam running 
naked through the halls 
of the first floor. 
Somehow the King-
pins had 
been forced to share 
the floor 
with contestants 
from the Miss 
Cali
 
fomia  pageant. 
Apparently  this is 
a 
cause
 for nudity. 
"Everyday 
we
 were down there 
we thought. 'We 
aren't
 coming back, 
so 
let's destroy the  Ramsey 
said.  
Tales of cake fights,  
champagne 
wars, diving off the roof,  
including a 
few 
battle  scars,  were 
disclosed  
The controlling 





 phone calls about the 
sax Mayo -ion the roof at 
3 a.m., an 
impromptu  jam in the parking garage. 
swimming in the lobby linintain. Hi. 
answer: "What did they. do thi. 
ti me?'  
fhey 

























 a terrible 
idea 
"Howl.  and Jim 
CarroWs  " ftas-
tor
 a movie: a 





to the audience 
Both
 of those pieces 
are ex -




 to Cambo- 
about unusual experiences 
(mostly  
dia." which opened Friday at sex and drugs). and both authors 
Camera  3 in 









storytelling,  too. 
is 
Written and acted by Spald- poetical. His tale is told 
carefully,
 
ing Gray. "Swimming to Cambo- and it is apparent that he has 
dia" is a 
stream
-of -consciousness  





Still, his metered speech doc 
ences before, 
during and after act-
 not 
detract
 from the 
spontaneity
 of 
mg in "The Killing Fields." 
the piece. 
Sifting




glass  of water, a 
notebook,  
a was
 filmed live at the 
Performing  




 the tiny theater Originally a two-part 
play 










 his talc. 
Gray 
uses





Killing Fields" as a focal point. 
Demme,  whose credits include 
and 
weaves  a 
dark. sordid 
tale ''Something 




Cambodia.  past and present. Making Sense." 
His voice soft yet command- Demme's direction is subtle 
ing. the diminutive actor makes and unobtrusive
 as it should be. 
N. t'W CI  
squimi  with descriptive 
He
 does not try to be too crea-
as s 
ounts  of the
 





 most of the 
reign of terror which was sparked camera angles give the viewer the 
by U.S. bombing raids during the feeling of being at the play.
 
Vietnam 
conflict.  The sound  track by Laurie 
Gray 
does  not linger on the Anderson. who 
directed and acted 
topic, however; his 
reflections
 






some  of them
 
sable  and taapbtrusive. 
about
 his girlfriend and
 others 





tones with natural percusive 
during the filming














 form, is 
vers 
And what a story he tells. 
going to play?' ' Ramsay said. 
The hand was told to "get out" 





 tt ilton own, 
cc's
 
piano  just like 
his OW  it. using 
it as 
a spring hoard. 
The jam 
session emptied out a 
nearby 
disco,  with its patrons  
crowded around
 the band. 
In fact,  the 
band was kicked out 
of the 
hotel  five times. 
"When  some-
thing broke
 within a ten -mile radius 
of 




When the fire 
alarm  went off, the fire 
marshal' yelled 'I want 
to see you, 
you, you 
and  you right now!' 
The injuries
 incurred on the 
road
 
trip include a sprained
 ankle by Mel-
lberg.
 He bravely 
went
 on with the 
show and
 even hopped on his upright 
bass in true 
Kingpin
 gymnastic creed. 













Mellberg said the 





 of us is going to 
die  
on stage 
and  that will end it.' Ramsay 
said. Five times
 in two 
years a band 
member 




 is suet' a 
thing as too 
much 
fun. l'he 
Kingpins  would 




 and two 
Star  
Search
 spokesmodels at all 
their  par-
ties. meeting 
Janet  Jackson and 
Timo-
thy 
Hutton, and having 
champagne  
with Ed 
McMahon. Not a beer
 like 

































opportunities  like 
ap-
pearances















 the future 
will hit the 
guys in the face,
 as they 















cord  company executives 
at Los  An-
geles' Club 





to San Jose 
to pl., \ Lizzie% on May IS. 






By Deborah G. 
Gaudio' 
With a grin from ear -to -ear. 
1,ucie  Blue Tremblay 
poured out her 












Singing songs from her first 














































































 like to 
perform
 if she can't
 give the audience
 
all of her 
energy.  













want  to 












was special - 
and indeed each 
was.
 
Her style of 
music  is a combina-
tion 
of folk music 
and  light pop. 
Though
 she is Canadian she 
sang most 
of the 
songs in English. At the
 very 
beginning
 of the concert, one
 woman 
remarked how 




French. Yet the language 
wasn't
 a 
harrier ti ,r 
listeners  














 or three times throughout 
the performance, she
 asked the audi-
ence to sing along 
with her. After 
practicing,
 all 70 people 
were singing 
and Tremblay 
seemed to enjoy it 
as 
much as the audience. 
A 
different
 twist is her whistle,  
which is similar to 
a bird call yet she 
did it with perfect ease. 
Despite the fact she only 
has  re-
corded 
one  album, the concert lasted 
so long because 
she paused to talk to 
the audience about love








of beautiful music. but also 
a 
night of friendship
 and sharing be-










 songs she sang were 
about relationships
 and the 
problems
 





With only a guitar and piano to 
rely on for accompaniment, the sound 
and power came 
from Tremblay's 
voice.  











relates how difficult it is to 
form 
relationships when she 
lives
 in Can-
ada and she is attracted 
to someone in 
the United States. 
Poetic  
lines  such as "We 
stood
 
by the stage and 
the/Tears they bust 
started
 to 
riov, You took me in 
your
 
armshAnd we let all the
 love over-








 'limited Vision' 
focused
 on the problems
 of commit-




 involved in a 
relationship but wanted 
to
 see more 
than one person. Eventually she was 
ready to settle
 down, but then her 
lover wanted to see other people. 
Perhaps the most 
appealing  as-
pect of Tremblays songs was that she 
communicated
 her experiences so eas-
ily and clearly,  a listener 
was able to 
feel her pain and her joy when  she 
sang. It is this magic which makes her 
a truly talented artist. 
For sonic people, all concerts 
seem the
 same after a while. Only per-
formers  
who reach beyond the words 
or notes they are playing are able
 to 
touch their audience. Tremblay man-
aged to laugh, talk, sing and relax 
with a room full of strangers. 
Rig -name
 attractions
 are great, 
but supporting rising
 performers like 




 and more thoughtful 
music.
 
A listener may not remember
 the 
name of all her songs,  hut the talent 
and dedication
 Tremblay revealed is 
special.  Hopefully this is only the be-
ginning to her career. 
Sisterspirit




 run by 
volunteers.  
